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Executive Summary
Greater use of renewable energy offers the potential to reduce the environmental footprint of the
electricity generation sector. Though many believe that state and federal renewable energy policy
incentives and mandates will continue to play a crucial role in the deployment of renewable energy
technologies, the recent introduction of customer choice in domestic electricity markets offers a
complementary approach to encourage renewable electricity supply. In particular, green power marketing
― defined here as the marketing and sale of renewable electricity to end-use customers ― empowers
consumers to choose electricity generated from sources that are less damaging to the environment and
that may offer price stability in a time of increased electricity price volatility.

In this report, we quantify the potential size and impact of the green power market in the United States,
and identify features of the market that will most affect its ultimate growth trajectory.1 We do this through
a 10-year forecast of market development under both low- and high-growth scenarios. In addition, we
present four scenarios structured to gauge the sensitivity of our low- and high-growth forecasts to
assumptions about green power product content, market penetration, and the fallout from the recent
California power crisis. We base all forecasts on a detailed model of national green power demand that
we developed specifically for this purpose. Our analysis emphasizes the impacts of green power demand
on renewable energy development and air pollutant emissions.

To develop our modeling assumptions, we review green power market research and experience to date
and identify and discuss variables that will help determine market size and the rate of market
development. We also examine the experiences of a select group of other industries that have undergone
“deregulation” or that sell products with a high degree of environmental or health-related content. Data
from these industries provides additional insights into the possible growth of, as well as the barriers to,
green power demand.

Green Power Market Development

As reported in Chapter 2, opinion surveys consistently find that 50% to 95% of Americans say they are
willing to pay more for power derived from renewable sources. Market simulations or field studies, in
which consumers have an actual opportunity to purchase green power in a research setting, demonstrate
that a far smaller percentage ― 10% to 20% ― do so. Actual marketing efforts to date have achieved
even lower penetration levels: among the 40 million American households with access to green power
through either regulated or restructured markets today, roughly 350,000 households, or approximately
1%, have chosen to buy green power. Non-residential demand for green power, meanwhile, has averaged
approximately 20% of residential demand in many markets.

Thus, despite the high expectations raised by market research and even market simulations, actual green
power market penetration in both regulated and restructured markets is still low. Many factors may
influence this result, including lack of customer awareness, unfavorable market conditions, customer
inertia, and lackluster promotional efforts. Three of the more important barriers going forward are
believed to be low default service pricing (i.e., the “shopping credit”) relative to wholesale power costs

                                                          
1 Our analysis does not cover the market for customer-sited distributed generation technologies, though it is

arguably part of the green power market and there is a considerable amount of excitement surrounding its prospects.
A discussion of some of the barriers to the growth of distributed power markets can be found in Alderfer, et al.
(2000).
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the pervasive lack of customer understanding about green power choice, and the negative influence of the
California electricity crisis on the emergence of restructured retail markets in other states.

This early market experience may not, however, be representative of the long-run potential of green
power, and forecasting future demand for green power based exclusively on the first years of market
development is probably unwise. Market penetration by new products typically follows an “S” curve of
product diffusion. This diffusion curve is characterized by slow, initial market entry followed by rapid
growth before tapering off at higher market penetration levels, as shown in Figure ES-1. Product diffusion
is a process in which a product passes through life cycle stages (product development, growth, maturity,
and decline) as the nature of the product or service use changes. The rate of product diffusion depends on
many factors, including anticipated product cost reductions, consumer awareness and understanding, and
removal of market barriers.

Because experience from other
more mature markets can provide
useful insights in developing our
modeling assumptions, in
Chapter 3 of this report we
investigate the effect of consumer
choice on product penetration in
several other industries. First we
look at customer switching in
newly restructured markets,
focusing on the long distance
telecommunications and natural
gas markets. By examining the
rate and drivers of customer
switching in these two formerly regulated
markets, we gain insights into the potential
nature and pace of customer switching in
restructured electricity markets.

We then highlight experience with the marketing of other “green” consumer products, services, and
behaviors, including bottled water, organic foods, socially responsible investing, sustainable forestry
products, charitable contributions to environmental organizations, recycling, and compact fluorescent
light bulbs. The general pattern of market development among these green products and activities has
almost without exception been one of steady but restrained growth in early years followed by
acceleration. Though it is perhaps too early to conclude that these markets are beginning to move out of
the product development phase and into the growth phase of the product diffusion “S” curve, recent
market action at least hints at the beginnings of such a transition.

While none of these industry case studies offers a perfect analogy to green power, they do provide a sense
of what is possible over a longer period of time than the few years that green power has been offered to
consumers. Perhaps the most relevant implication for our 10-year forecast of green power penetration is
that it often takes a long time for markets to develop. When long distance telephone service was
deregulated, AT&T did not lose half of its market share in just a few years; it happened gradually at a
pace of a few percent each year over 15 years. Similarly, bottled water reached 8% market penetration,
socially responsible investing 13%, and recycling 25%, each over an extended time period. This pattern
implies that any forecast of green power penetration should start out low and grow steadily over a period
of time, one that will most likely exceed our 10-year forecast horizon.
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Model Overview and Assumptions

Background
The primary aim of this study is to quantify the potential size and impact of the green power market in the
United States over the next 10 years. To perform this analysis, we developed a model of national green
power demand. Incorporating separate assumptions for restructured and regulated green power markets,
the model allows us to simulate the potential impacts of green power demand on renewable energy supply
and electricity-sector air pollutant emissions under various input assumptions.

Basic Model Structure
At the core of the model is a state-level forecast of residential electricity load through 2010, split into
investor and publicly owned utilities (“IOU” and “Public,” respectively). To this load base, the model
sequentially applies 10-year assumptions for the following variables:

• The Pace of Restructuring sets the date that a state opens its electricity market to competition.
• Access to Green Power is: (1) the percentage of regulated load that has access to a green pricing

tariff, or (2) the percentage of load in restructured markets that has access to a competitive green
power product.

• Residential Green Power Market Penetration is the percentage of load with access to green power
that actually chooses to purchase green power. Non-residential green power demand is modeled as a
percentage adder to the residential green power load.2

• Green Power Product Content is the percentage of existing renewables (renewable capacity built
prior to the availability of green power choice), new renewables (renewable capacity built after the
beginning of green power choice), and total renewables in a green power product.

Our assumptions, described in more detail later, differ by regulated and restructured markets, and in some
cases also by type of utility.

Scenario Analysis Approach
We develop two scenarios ― high- and low-growth ― to bound what we consider to be a range of
plausible growth paths for the green power market. There is no probability attached to either scenario or
the range of possibilities that lie between. More extreme cases could be imagined.3

As illustrated by the specific assumptions described in the next section, the high-growth scenario is
intended to be aggressive, with sizable green power demand growth and steadily improving green power
product content (e.g., the percentage of renewable energy contained in green power products increases).
For such a growth pattern to develop, several general market characteristics might be required:

• restructuring proceeds with little delay,
• market rules in restructured markets are conducive to competition and customer switching is high,

                                                          
2 This overly simplistic methodology was adopted as a modeling tool to circumvent limitations in the data

at hand, and is not intended to imply a causal relationship between residential and non-residential demand for green
power. That said, as the residential sector becomes increasingly educated about and begins to demand green power,
it is plausible that there could be a spillover in demand to the non-residential sector, as businesses themselves
become educated and respond to their customers’ values (a persuasive case could also be made for a demand
spillover in the opposite direction, from the non-residential to the residential sector).

3 For example, on the low end, one could imagine a scenario where the fallout from California’s electricity
crisis completely halts the move toward restructuring in other states and greatly reduces access to green power (see
our “restructuring meltdown” sensitivity scenario). On the high end, increasing recognition of the “non-green” value
of renewable energy ― e.g., its ability to function as a fuel price hedge ― could become a strong driver of green
power demand, above and beyond what we have modeled.
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• consumer understanding and acceptance of green power shows significant growth, and
• the premium spread between the cost of renewable and competing generation technologies continues

to narrow, because of ongoing reductions in the cost of renewable energy technologies, the continued
or enhanced availability of renewable energy tax credits or financial incentives, or increases in fuel
(i.e., natural gas) costs for conventional generators.

The low-growth scenario, on the other hand, is intended to represent a far less aggressive case, with more
limited growth in customer switching and lower-quality product content (e.g., green power products
contain less renewable energy). This case may be qualitatively characterized by a scenario in which:

• the introduction of restructured markets and utility green pricing programs is delayed,
• market rules in restructured markets are far less conducive to competitive suppliers and customer

switching than under the high-growth scenario,
• consumer understanding and acceptance of green power grows, but slowly, and
• the premium spread between the cost of renewable and competing generation technologies does not

narrow appreciably.

In addition to the high- and low-growth scenarios, we constructed four other scenarios designed to test the
sensitivity of our model to assumptions about product content, green power market penetration, and the
fallout from California’s electricity crisis (which could slow or even halt the pace of restructuring and
limit consumer access to green power products). The specific assumptions behind all of our scenarios are
described in more detail in the next section.

Model Assumptions
The model requires assumptions for each of the variables defined above under both the low- and high-
growth scenarios, as well as the sensitivity scenarios. In developing these input assumptions we began
with current data on green power availability, customer response, and product content and knowledge of
how these variables have changed in the past. Table ES-1 summarizes the current state of these variables
in both regulated and restructured green power markets.

Results from market simulations and field studies (showing 10% to 20% residential market penetration)
and our review of the case studies from other industries influenced our longer-term assumptions.
Nonetheless, we acknowledge that ultimately our assumptions are derived largely from our own
professional judgments. Table ES-2 summarizes the assumptions made in the low- and high-growth
scenarios. For more detail on the nature of these assumptions, as well as the structure of the model itself,
see Chapter 4 of the full report.

To examine the model’s sensitivity to assumptions about product content, we simply substituted our low-
growth product content assumptions into the high-growth model run, and vice versa. We tested sensitivity
to green power penetration rates in an identical fashion.4  To examine the potential impact of California’s
electricity crisis on green power demand nationwide, we constructed two scenarios ― dubbed
“restructuring regrets” and “restructuring meltdown” ― intended to represent a dramatic rethinking of the
move towards retail competition. In both of these scenarios, we assume (1) that any state that has not
already opened for retail access will not do so during our 10-year forecast period, with the exception of
Texas, which is assumed to open on schedule; and (2) that no publicly owned utility in a state that has
already restructured will offer its customers retail access. The “restructuring meltdown” scenario goes one
step further, and assumes that retail customer access to green power products in states that have already
restructured is cut in half (e.g., due to those markets being unattractive, or even reverting to a quasi- or

                                                          
4 Although we test the sensitivity of the model to each of these variables independently, we note that the

variables are not necessarily independent. For example, it is plausible that improved product content could lead to
higher market penetration rates.
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un-restructured state like California), as is the growth in customer access to green pricing programs in
regulated markets (e.g., as the threat of electricity restructuring recedes incentives to develop regulated
green pricing program may also fade).

Table ES-1.  Summary of Actual Market Experience To Date

Variable Market Actual Market Experience To Date
States that
are already

open
~25% of nationwide residential load (13 states)

States with
“firm” dates ~25% of nationwide residential load (8 states)

Pace of
Restructuring

(IOUs)
States without

dates ~50% of nationwide residential load (29 states)

Pace of
Restructuring

(Public)
All states ~ 0% of nationwide residential load (to date, few publicly owned utilities have

opted to open their markets to competition)

Regulated IOU: ~22% of residential load
Public: ~19% of residential loadAccess to

Green Power Restructured IOU: >90% of IOU load has access to green power
Public: few public utilities are open to competition

Regulated Residential: <1% to 7.4% (0.8% median) of load with access to green power
Non-Residential: 20% of residential demand in many, but not all, marketsGreen Power

Market
Penetration Restructured Residential: 1.6% (PA) to 1.9% (CA at height of market); CA is ~1% now

Non-Residential: 20% (PA) to 100% (CA at height of market)

Regulated % existing renewables: ~0% of energy-based products on average
% new renewables: ~30% of energy-based products on averageGreen Power

Product
Content Restructured % existing renewables: 17.5% (PA) to 95% (CA) of product

% new renewables: 2% (PA) to 5% (CA) of product

Table ES-2.  Summary of Model Assumptions (ranges are over 10 years, unless otherwise noted)*

Variable Market Low-Growth Scenario High-Growth Scenario
States that
are already

open
Remain open to competition Remain open to competition

States with
“firm” dates Retail choice delayed for 2 years Retail choice occurs on schedule

Pace of
Restructuring

(IOUs)
States without

dates
Fast states: 25% (2004) to 100% (2008)
Slow states: 5% (2004) to 20% (2010)

Fast states: 50% (2004) to 100% (2005)
Slow states: 20% (2004) to 100% (2008)

Pace of
Restructuring

(Public)
All states 0.5% (starting in 3rd year after IOUs

open) to 4% in 10th year
2.5% (starting in 3rd year after IOUs
open) to 20% in 10th year

Regulated IOU: 5% to 27.5%, incremental
Public: 5% to 27.5%, incremental

IOU: 10% to 55%, incremental
Public: 10% to 55%, incrementalAccess to

Green Power Restructured IOU: constant 100% of open markets
Public: constant 100% of open markets

IOU: constant 100% of open markets
Public: constant 100% of open markets

Regulated Residential: 0.25% to 2.5%
Non-Residential: constant 10% of Res

Residential: 0.75% to 7.50%
Non-Residential: constant 25% of ResGreen Power

Market
Penetration Restructured Residential: 0.25% to 2.5%

Non-Residential: constant 10% of Res
Residential: 1% to 10%
Non-Residential: constant 25% of Res

Regulated % existing renewables: constant 0%
% new renewables: constant 20%

% existing renewables: constant 0%
% new: 30% to 40% over 5 yearsGreen Power

Product
Content Restructured % existing renewables: constant 20%

% new renewables: 1% to 15%
% existing renewables: constant 30%
% new renewables: 2% to 27.5%

*For notes to this table, see Table 2 of the full report.
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Model Results

Low- and High-Growth Scenarios
Chapter 5 of the report describes the modeling results. Given the assumptions presented in Table ES-2,
our model projects that the total amount of renewable energy capacity supported by green power demand
could range from 905 average megawatts (aMW) in our low-growth scenario to as much as 6,971 aMW in
our high-growth scenario by 2010 (see Figure ES-2).5 This seven-fold difference reflects the high degree
of uncertainty around the future development of green power markets.

Figure ES-2.  Total Renewables Capacity, High- and Low-Growth Scenarios (aMW)

In Table ES-3, we divide the total amount of renewable capacity supported by green power demand in
2010 into “existing” and “new” capacity in both regulated and restructured markets. Broadly speaking,
“existing” capacity is defined as renewable capacity that was operating prior to the inception of green
power markets, but that is subsequently sold within a green power product. “New” renewable capacity is
that which has come on line since the inception of these markets and that is sold as green power to end-
use customers. Because new renewable generation provides clearer incremental environmental benefits,
the distinction between new and existing renewable capacity is important.

Table ES-3.  Estimates of Renewables Development to Serve Green Power Markets (2010)

Capacity Type Low-Growth Scenario (aMW) High-Growth Scenario (aMW)
Regulated Restructured Total Regulated Restructured Total

Existing 0 309 309 0 3,082 3,082
New 362 234 596 1,026 2,863 3,890
Total 362 543 905 1,026 5,945 6,971

To put these numbers into perspective, there are approximately 9,100 aMW of existing non-hydro
renewables capacity in the United States today. Under the low-growth scenario, only 3% of this existing
capacity is used to supply competitive green power products by 2010 (309 aMW), while under our high-
growth scenario this utilization rate jumps to 34% (3,082 aMW). Meanwhile, the amount of new
renewable generating capacity added to serve green power markets increases the total amount of non-
                                                          

5 An average megawatt is defined as a megawatt of capacity that operates continuously, or has a capacity
factor of 100%. Because all electric generators tend to have different operating characteristics and thus capacity
factors, the use of average megawatts allows us to represent the contribution from renewables in a generic fashion.
As an example, 1,000 aMW is equivalent to 3,333 megawatts of nameplate wind power capacity operating at a 30%
capacity factor or 1,250 megawatts of nameplate geothermal capacity operating at an 80% capacity factor.
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hydro renewables capacity in the United States (i.e., 9,100 aMW) by about 7% under our low-growth
scenario (596 aMW), and by about 43% under our high-growth scenario (3,890 aMW) by 2010. In both
the low- and high-growth scenarios, by 2010 green power demand supports more new renewable
generating capacity than it does existing renewable capacity.

While regulated markets play a smaller role than restructured markets in total support for renewable
generation under our low- and high-growth scenarios, they play a proportionately greater role in
supporting new renewable generation. This outcome is a result of our assumption that regulated green
pricing programs support only new renewable generation. In the low-growth scenario, regulated markets
account for 61% of all new renewable capacity. Regulated markets play an even larger role in some of our
sensitivity scenarios that evaluate the possible impacts of a slowdown in electricity restructuring efforts.

Because green power demand should reduce the environmental footprint of the electric power industry
through the displacement of fossil-fueled generation, we also forecast avoided air pollutant emissions
under our low- and high-growth scenarios. We calculate the annual emissions reductions of NOx, SO2,
and carbon6 for each state using average fossil fuel emissions rates contained in the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s E-GRID database for 1998.7 Assuming that only new renewable generation will
create incremental environmental improvement through emissions avoidance,8 and that new renewable
energy technologies emit no pollutants themselves,9 Table ES-4 shows avoided emissions in 2010.

Table ES-4.  Avoided Emissions in 2010 (metric tons of pollutant)

Pollutant Low-Growth Scenario High-Growth Scenario
NOX 10,000 70,000
SO2 20,000 160,000

Carbon 1,200,000 8,200,000

To put the carbon reduction estimates into perspective, by 2010 the United States would need to cut
roughly 300 million metric tons of carbon from current (year 2000) emissions levels in order to reach its
original commitment under the Kyoto Protocol; the carbon emissions reductions attained in our low- and
high-growth scenarios represent 0.4% to 2.7% of this amount, respectively.

Sensitivity Scenarios
Figure ES-3 summarizes the results of all four sensitivity scenarios, described earlier, in terms of total
renewables capacity supported by green power demand in 2010. For comparison purposes, the dashed
horizontal lines represent the capacity resulting from our low- and high-growth scenarios.

                                                          
6 While we report emissions avoidance results for SO2, NOX, and carbon, because of national “cap and

trade” policies for SO2 and regional policies for NOX, new renewable energy development may not directly reduce
these emissions unless the resulting emissions allowances are retired.

7 See www.epa.gov/airmarkets/egrid.
8 Most (but not all) existing renewable generation would likely continue to operate whether or not it was

being supported by green power demand. Thus, green power support for existing facilities often results in little new
or incremental environmental benefits.

9 This assumption is contestable. Generation from landfill gas may in fact be doubly beneficial (i.e., have a
negative emissions profile) as it not only offsets emissions from fossil-fuel generation, but it may also reduce
damaging methane emissions. The combustion of biomass, on the other hand, may result in net carbon emissions if
the feedstock is not obtained in a sustainable manner, and net emissions of other pollutants are also possible,
regardless of how the feedstock is obtained.
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Figure ES-3.  Total Renewables Capacity Resulting from Sensitivity Cases in 2010 (aMW)

Changes in our green power market penetration assumptions clearly have the largest impact on our
modeling results for total renewable capacity. Green power demand as forecast in our model is also quite
sensitive to changes in product content assumptions. Interestingly, the model is least sensitive to changes
in our assumptions about the pace of electricity reform, as demonstrated by the “restructuring regrets”
scenario. This outcome reflects a modeling assumption that regulated green pricing programs will become
increasingly available to customers in regions that do not open to retail competition. Consequently, the
model forecasts increased renewable demand from regulated markets as restructuring grinds to a halt,
offsetting some of the lost renewable energy demand derived from restructured markets. Because the
veracity of this assumption is debatable, the “restructuring meltdown” scenario, which in addition to
halting the trend towards further restructuring also cuts access to green power in half, presents another
plausible scenario – one that reduces our high-growth outcome by half.

Market Development Issues

Given the pervasive uncertainties that face the future development of the green power market and the
significant possibility that a low-growth scenario will prevail (especially given recent events in the
electricity sector), Chapter 6 describes qualitatively a number of the factors that may determine the future
growth of green power markets. We describe some of these factors here, not ranked in any particular
order:

Access to Aggressive Green Power Marketing Programs:  Widespread access to aggressively marketed
green power programs, whether in restructured or regulated markets, is an essential ingredient to
achieving the targets suggested by our high-growth green power development scenario. The single-largest
barrier to achieving such widespread access may be the present uncertainty surrounding the pace and
form of electricity restructuring. Though our “restructuring regrets” scenario suggests that regulated green
pricing programs could compensate should the pace of restructuring slow, the premise behind these
results is questionable. Given that part of the impetus for regulated utilities to offer green pricing
programs has been the threat of competition, the higher risk “restructuring meltdown” scenario provides
an alternative view of this uncertain future, where growth in regulated green pricing markets also shrinks
as restructuring fades. Even where retail competition proceeds, the attractiveness of those markets to both
competitive switching generally and to green power choice specifically will depend on a host of
regulatory rules and policies established by state legislatures and regulatory commissions, one of the most
important being the level of default service pricing (also known as the “shopping credit”).
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Consumer Education and Assurance Mechanisms:  The industry case studies examined in Chapter 3
suggest that widespread customer education on the merits of exercising green product choice is needed.
Absent such education, and recognition by individual consumers that their actions are both necessary and
make a difference, consumer response to green product offers will generally remain limited. Indeed, the
pervasive lack of consumer understanding of electricity restructuring generally, and green power
specifically, has often been cited as one of the largest barriers to the growth of green power markets. We
therefore view consumer education as absolutely essential if the high-growth green power scenario is to
be achieved. Mandatory information disclosure of the environmental attributes of green power and other
forms of generation, and certification programs that identify products that meet minimum environmental
standards are two additional ways to provide consumers with the basic information needed to make
educated purchase decisions.

Renewable Energy Premiums:  Over the past year, sharp increases in natural gas and wholesale power
prices nationwide, accompanied by ongoing cost reductions in renewable technologies, have reduced the
cost premium for renewable power to its lowest level ever. In fact, in several recent instances throughout
the West, wind power (aided by the 1.7¢/kilowatt-hour [kWh] federal production tax credit) has been
deemed the cheapest source of new electricity generation. Even where renewables are not the cheapest
resource, renewable technologies can play an important role as a price hedge against rising future fuel or
wholesale power costs. Regulated utilities and competitive green power marketers can take advantage of
this largely untapped value by offering fixed-price electricity service to their retail customers. The
realization of such “non-green” values, along with even deeper reductions in renewable energy premiums
(realized through some combination of lower renewable energy costs, higher wholesale prices for
conventional generation, or the continuation or enhancement of renewable energy tax credits and financial
incentives), may be necessary to ensure the availability of highly credible and reasonably priced green
power products, and therefore to deliver the sizable customer demand necessary to achieve the high-
growth scenario.

Emerging Opportunities to Increase Green Power Sales:  Innovation in the types of green power
products offered and the strategies used to reach out and attract customers are also likely to increase the
pace of market development. Customer aggregation, large customer purchases, and green certificate
trading are all opportunities to boost the level of green power demand.

Relationship Between Green Power Markets and Public Policy:  Although green power marketing
represents a market-based approach to increasing the deployment of renewable energy sources, the
development of this market is often intertwined with policy initiatives or other supporting actions. There
are at least two ways in which the relationship between public policy measures and green markets will
influence the rate and impact of green market growth. First, financial support for renewables through
public policy measures is still important to help lower the cost of green power to consumers, and thereby
increase demand. Federal tax incentives and state system benefits charge (SBC) support appear to be
particularly critical. Second, consumer demand for green power will only have a measurable impact on
renewable energy supply if such demand is in addition to any supply-side obligations such as a
renewables portfolio standard (RPS). Such supply policies should incorporate the principle of
additionality by requiring that the obligation be met for every customer, not just those who are willing to
purchase green power.
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Conclusions

While it is too early in the development of customer-driven green power markets to make robust
conclusions regarding the long-term effectiveness of green power demand, we have attempted to bound
the possible impacts of green power demand over the next 10 years through the use of scenarios and
sensitivity analysis. Though subject to limitations, our analysis concludes with the following
observations:

• The size of the green power market remains small today, hindered in part by unfavorable market rules
and market structure and by low consumer understanding, but there is some evidence that sizable
growth prospects do exist.

• Experience from other related industries shows that it takes time to build new markets, and that slow
and steady growth in the early years is the norm.

• The results from our low-growth scenario are modest by almost any standard, while our high-growth
scenario is far more significant. The wide gap between the two scenarios reflects the high degree of
uncertainty in the pace and ultimate potential for green power demand.

• Sensitivity analysis reveals that much of the ~6,000 aMW difference between our low- and high-
growth scenarios in 2010 can be explained by our assumptions about market penetration: substituting
low-growth market penetration assumptions into our high-growth model run reduces total renewable
capacity in 2010 by 72% (or 5,040 aMW). The “restructuring meltdown” scenario also has a large
impact, resulting in only half as much total renewables capacity in 2010 as in our high-growth
scenario. This suggests that the electricity crisis unfolding in the Western United States, and its
influence on the pace of electricity restructuring in other states, could dramatically slow green power
market growth.

• Aggressive promotion of renewable energy may be needed to achieve the high-growth scenario,
including expanded access to high-quality green power products, assuring that markets are truly
competitive, effective consumer education programs coupled with information disclosure and product
certification, aggregation of small customers and cultivation of large customer demand, continued
innovations in low-cost product delivery, and a further narrowing of the renewable energy cost spread
over conventional generation.

• Our modeling results further suggest that customer-driven markets for renewable energy are unlikely
to adequately replace the need for more fundamental policy measures if accelerated rates of
renewable energy development are determined to be in the public interest. Such policies range from
financial measures to buy down renewable energy cost premiums (e.g., federal production and
investment tax credits, state system benefits charge funds) to mandatory obligations to develop
renewable generation (e.g., state renewables portfolio standards) to market rules that encourage green
power demand (e.g., default service pricing that allows a retail profit margin and customer education
programs).
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Background

Electricity supply, or lack thereof, is a highly visible topic in current national and regional energy debates.
In these debates, even where augmenting electricity supply is not an urgent issue, the pervasive
environmental impacts of electricity generation force consideration of the tradeoffs between low-cost
energy and a cleaner environment. This is because the electric power industry is a leading contributor to
the nation’s air quality problems. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, electricity
generation is responsible for 67% of sulfur dioxide emissions, 25% of nitrogen oxides, 40% of man-made
carbon dioxide emissions, and 34% of mercury emissions in the United States (Johnson, et al. 2001).

Greater use of renewable electricity has long been promoted as an option for reducing the environmental
footprint of the electricity generation sector, and many believe that not enough is being done to develop
our nation’s vast supply of renewable energy resources. After all, non-hydro renewables account for just
2% of U.S. electricity generation. Where renewable energy has been developed in the United States it has
most typically been buoyed by strong state or federal policy incentives or mandates. It is argued by many
that continued near-term support for these technologies ― including fundamental R&D, tax and financial
incentives, and renewable energy mandates ― is needed for renewable energy to meet its full potential.

The recent introduction of customer choice in domestic electricity markets promises another,
complementary approach to encourage renewable electricity supply. While electric utilities have
traditionally made decisions about what supply resources to develop, customer choice brings with it the
possibility that end-use customers might willingly direct their electricity purchases towards renewable
energy. Green power marketing ― defined here as the marketing and sale of renewable-energy based
electricity products to end-use customers ― empowers customers to voluntarily purchase electricity
generated from sources that are less damaging to the environment.

With renewable energy purchasing options available in both restructured and regulated markets, green
power marketing has the potential to increase demand for renewable generation. The green power market
creates new opportunities for businesses to develop renewable energy sources by providing additional
outlets for the resulting power generation. A robust green power market may further provide a measure of
market stability for renewable energy developers by reducing their vulnerability to government policy
swings and transforming renewable energy into a mainstream product. Of course, green power marketing
will only deliver these benefits if consumers have choices and if green power options are well marketed.
Whether or not large numbers of customers choose to purchase their power from renewable energy
sources, the mere existence of green power products in the market may serve to better educate consumers
about the environmental impacts of electricity production.

1.2 Study Objectives and Approach

This study examines the potential role of green power markets as a stimulus to the deployment of
renewable energy technologies in the electricity marketplace. Specifically, we aim to quantify the
potential size and impact of the green power market in the United States through a 10-year forecast of
market growth under both low- and high-growth scenarios. Although green power markets are only
beginning to emerge, experience to date shows that these markets can result in new renewable energy
development. Even so, the impacts to date have been modest and the potential role of the green power
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market in renewable energy supply is a contested topic. Market research shows that consumers are
misinformed about current sources of electricity generation, how electricity flows from power plants to
end users, and, in many cases, the ability to choose alternative electricity suppliers. Thus, while there is
promise in the opening up of markets for the sale of green power, there are also reasonable arguments to
suggest that the impact may be small. While we cannot know the future, the objective of our analysis is to
help bound this discussion through well-documented scenarios and to identify key features of the market
that will affect its ultimate growth trajectory.10

Central to this effort is the development of a detailed, national green power penetration model, which we
use to estimate the potential impacts of the green power market on renewable energy development and
electric sector air emissions under high-growth and low-growth scenarios. Using a 10-year forecast
period, the model is further used to explore the sensitivity of green power market growth to various model
input assumptions. We also identify market and policy factors that may either support or constrain the
pace of market development.

To support our modeling assumptions, we review green power market development to date and identify
and discuss a number of variables that we believe will be key determinants of market size and the rate of
market development. We also examine the experiences of a select group of other industries that have
either undergone “deregulation” or that market products with a high degree of environmental or health-
related content; evidence from these industries provides useful insights into the possible growth of and
barriers to green power demand.

The primary audience for this report is electricity-sector policy makers at both the state and federal levels
and others interested in understanding the potential role of green power markets in increasing the
contribution of renewable energy to meeting future electricity needs. It is our hope that market
participants and policy makers alike will work together to remove barriers to green power market
development and thus encourage greater use of our domestic renewable resources.

1.3 Report Organization

Chapters 2 and 3 of this report provide context for our evaluation of possible green power market growth
scenarios, and offer support for the development of our modeling assumptions. In Chapter 2, we review
market research findings on stated demand for green power, summarize field studies that aim to evaluate
customer demand in a more realistic setting, and describe early experience with green power marketing in
the United States in both regulated and restructured markets.

Because the green power market is only beginning to develop and because new products typically diffuse
slowly into the economy, the data summarized in Chapter 2 cannot easily be extrapolated over our 10-
year model forecast period.  To examine the evidence for longer-term market penetration and to provide
insights into model development, in Chapter 3 we investigate the effect of consumer choice in several
other related industries: long-distance telecommunications, natural gas, bottled water, organic foods,
socially responsible investing, sustainable forestry products, charitable contributions to environmental
organizations, recycling, and compact fluorescent light bulbs. None of these examples is a perfect analogy
to green power, but they do provide a sense of what is possible over a longer period of time than the few
years that green power has been offered to consumers. Here, we note that Chapter 3, while providing

                                                          
10Our analysis does not cover the market for customer-sited distributed generation technologies, though it is

arguably part of the green power market and there is a considerable amount of excitement surrounding its prospects.
A discussion of some of the barriers to the growth of distributed power markets can be found in Alderfer, et al.
(2000).
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useful context, is by no means required reading for understanding later chapters of this report that
describe our modeling assumptions and results.

In Chapter 4, we turn to a discussion of the structure and assumptions of our green power market
penetration model. Built on an Excel platform and incorporating separate assumptions for restructured
and regulated green power markets, the model allows us to evaluate the potential impacts of green power
demand on renewable energy supply and electricity-sector air emissions under various input scenarios.
The input assumptions used for the two scenarios emphasized in this report ― high- and low-growth ―
are described in this chapter, as is the basic functioning of the model itself.

In Chapter 5, we provide results from our model runs and bound the possible impacts of green power
demand over the 10-year forecast period. We first summarize results from the high- and low-growth
scenarios, providing renewable energy capacity estimates (split between “new” and “existing”
renewables) and air emissions reduction benefits on an aggregate and regional basis. We then describe
and analyze several sensitivity cases. These sensitivity results are useful in understanding the most
important factors that will affect the role and impact of green power demand on renewable energy supply.
A particular emphasis is placed on analyzing the possible influence of a slowdown in the pace of
electricity reform; such a slowdown, at least in the near term, now appears inevitable given events
unfolding in California and other states.

Our analysis shows that the potential impacts of green power demand on renewable energy supply are
highly uncertain at this time. Using our modeling results and early experience with green power markets
as a backdrop, in Chapter 6, we offer a broader discussion of the factors that appear likely to drive the rate
of growth in the green market. Factors discussed in this chapter include the pace of electricity reform, the
nature of the market rules established at the onset of competition, consumer education, mandatory
information disclosure, green power certification, renewable energy premiums, customer aggregation,
large customer demand, renewable energy certificate trading, and public policy issues.

In Chapter 7, we conclude the report with brief summary remarks.
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CHAPTER 2

Review of Green Power Market Research and
Marketing Experience

Any forecast of future green power growth must be grounded in what is already known in terms of market
research findings and early experience with green power marketing in the United States. Accordingly,
here we summarize market research findings, describe market simulations and field studies, and review
early results from green power programs in regulated and restructured markets. Our intent is not to
provide an exhaustive set of findings, but simply to provide some context for the analysis presented later
in this report.

2.1 Market Research

Even before renewable electricity was marketed as a differentiated product, years of market research
documented that people claim they are willing to pay more for goods and services that protect and
improve the environment. With the emergence of green power marketing, research has focused largely on
consumer knowledge about renewable energy, awareness of the impacts of electricity generation and use,
preferences for various energy resources, motivations for buying renewable energy, and willingness to
pay more for green power.

The focus on willingness to pay more for green power is important not only for pricing green power
options but also for gauging the potential size of the market, which is our focus in this paper. Based on
nearly 20 years of opinion polling (more than 600 surveys), national probability samples show that 56%–
80% of American voters say they are willing to pay more for environmental protection and for renewable
electricity (Farhar 1993, 1996). More recently, a review and synthesis of 14 surveys conducted in 12
utility service territories (1995-1997) found that majorities of 52%–95% of residential customers said
they were willing to pay more on their electric bills for power from renewable sources (Farhar 1999).

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory has
integrated the responses to the 14 utility surveys to
create an aggregated “willingness-to-pay curve”
showing the percent of residential customers that
indicate a willingness to pay for renewable energy at
different premium payment levels. As might be
expected, the size of the market is inversely related
to the incremental monthly cost of renewable energy,
as shown in Figure 1.

Similarly, when asked for opinions, 47% to 62% of
non-residential customers indicate an interest in
green power even if it costs more (Holt, et al. 2001).

Source: Farhar, B. (1999)

Figure 1.  Aggregated Willingness to Pay Curve, Residential Customers
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2.2 Market Simulations and Field Studies

The market research data just summarized suggest a potentially large green power market, but opinion
surveys of this type frequently overestimate response to actual product offers. Opinion surveys postulate a
hypothetical situation not requiring action or the real commitment of money, for example, and often
without specific product descriptions. The responses indicate positive attitudes towards environmental
improvement through the use of renewable energy, but should not be viewed as an accurate indicator of
potential market size. To better estimate actual response to a product offer, market simulations or field
studies are frequently employed.

A few utilities have sponsored residential market simulations for green power.11 In these simulations,
residential consumers are presented with an actual opportunity to purchase green power in a research
setting (i.e., through telephone interviews, mail surveys, or laboratory experiments). Responses to the
actual product offer can then be compared to the responses to a similar hypothetical offer to estimate the
gap between hypothetical and actual willingness to pay for renewable energy. Because in field studies
consumers are typically given thorough product information and their decisions are real, response to the
offer may also provide a reasonable estimate of the ultimate penetration rate of green power. We are
aware of four green power-related field studies for which results are publicly available, each of which is
focused on residential demand. Overall, we believe that these market simulations provide a far better
estimate of the ultimate potential of the green power market than do the opinion studies summarized
earlier.

• Cornell University researchers conducted a telephone survey of a random sample of Buffalo-area
residential customers of Niagara Mohawk Power Company. The utility’s actual contribution program
was described to these customers, and they were asked if they would like to enroll in the program at a
cost of $6 per month. Of those that completed the telephone survey, 20% agreed to sign up. If those
who did not complete the survey are assumed to be negative responses, the participation rate would
fall to 16% (Poe, et al. 1997; Rose, et al. 1997).

• A market simulation study asked Public Service Company of Colorado customers who indicated a
willingness to contribute to a voluntary renewables fund if they would like to receive a program
registration card. Of the 75% that requested a program registration card, 10% actually returned the
signed form indicating a true willingness to pay the cost of the program (Baugh, et al. 1995).

• Nearly 9% of Wisconsin Public Service Company customers who were contacted both by telephone
and then by mail actually registered to participate in the utility’s green power program, while 4.7% of
those that were contacted only by mail registered for the program (Byrnes, et al. 1999).

• A large sample of Madison Gas & Electric (MG&E) customers was the subject of a mailed field test
involving the sale of wind power (Champ and Bishop 1998). As perhaps the most sophisticated of the
field tests to date, and also the one that best approximates the types of products most typically offered
by green power purveyors, this study contains telling results. Of those responding to the survey (the
response rate averaged approximately 55%), 47% agreed to pay a $2 monthly cost, 35% a $4 monthly
cost, 23% an $8 monthly cost, and 8% a $24 monthly cost.12 Note that these responses were made to
an actual offer. Concurrent responses to a hypothetical offer were 61% for a $2 monthly cost, 58%
for a $4 monthly cost, 50% an $8 monthly cost, and 31% for a $24 monthly cost. Response to the
actual offers was therefore consistently lower than response to the hypothetical offers.

                                                          
11 To date, no market simulations have focused specifically on the non-residential sector.
12 Note that this survey involved four different samples – one for each premium amount – and therefore the

percentages do not add to 100%.
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While the four field tests reach different conclusions on likely response, perhaps influenced by
differences in the products offered and the different characteristics of the response populations, the
Cornell and MG&E studies indicate a possible response of 20% among residential households for
modestly priced renewable products, while the other two studies suggest lower penetration rates. These
results suggest that the more optimistic willingness-to-pay findings from opinion surveys should be
tempered by results from field studies or market simulations involving actual consumer commitments.
Nevertheless, significant numbers of customers may be willing and interested in buying green power.

2.3 Green Power Market Experience

Though the market simulation results presented above provide useful context for our analysis, it is also
critical to understand early experience with actual product offers that exist outside of the researcher’s
laboratory. The actual market for green power is immature, characterized by low consumer awareness and
understanding of renewable energy, information asymmetries, and varying levels of marketing. It is little
wonder that actual results from this market differ substantially from the market research and simulation
results presented above. Early experience with green power marketing, available from both regulated and
restructured markets, must certainly be factored in when estimating market potential, and provides useful
insight into the pace of market growth and factors hindering that growth. However, because of the nascent
state of the green power market, these results provide only limited insights about the potential size of the
market over the medium to long term.

In aggregate, considering all types of utility green pricing programs and all direct access markets (whether
active or not), green power is today available to 40 million U.S. households, or nearly 40% of the nation’s
residents. Of these, more than 350,000 households, or approximately 1%, have actually chosen to buy
green power. However, these summary statistics mask considerable variation among different open access
states and utility programs.

Regulated Utility Markets

Green power marketing began in the early- to mid-1990s with the advent of several utility green pricing
programs. In these programs, utility ratepayers are given the opportunity to pay a premium tariff to their
utility to help support the development of renewable electricity. Open electricity markets and retail
competition are not necessary ingredients to this type of green power choice.

Green pricing programs are now offered in 29 states and in nearly every region of the United States with
the exception of the Northeast, where the advent of retail competition has lessened utility interest in
regulated green pricing programs.

For utility programs, market penetration frequently depends on program type. Utility programs are
usually identified as:

• Contribution programs: Customers donate money to a fund for the future development of
renewable resources.

• Capacity tariffs: Utilities charge a specific amount per unit of capacity, such as 100 watts, and
customers decide how many units they want.

• Energy tariffs: Utilities charge either an extra cost per kWh or a fixed amount for a block of energy,
such as 100 kWh, and customers decide how much they want to purchase.

Contribution programs and capacity tariffs, often targeted towards photovoltaics, serve useful and
important market niches, but have generally not resulted in large additions of renewable energy capacity.
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Energy tariff programs have provided the vast majority of support for green power, and it is on these
programs that we focus here.

As shown in Figure 2, the market penetration of energy tariff programs into the residential customer class
ranges from just above zero to as much as 7.3%, with a median penetration of 0.8%. These programs earn
average monthly revenue of from $1 to $10 per participant. Surprisingly, no apparent correlation has been
found within this cost range between price and participation levels. Instead, participation seems to depend
on a combination of utility motivation, level of promotional activity, marketing persistence, and, in some
cases, demographics. Many utility green pricing programs tend to be constrained by customer awareness
and weak utility marketing efforts, as well as by limited amounts of green power available for sale.

Figure 2.  Residential Market Penetration for Utility Energy Tariff Programs

Based on utility experience to date, we conclude that residential market penetration of 1% can be attained
within the first 2 years of product offering, with penetrations as high as 5% or more achievable with a
focused, 2-year marketing effort. Because most utility products have only been available for 2 to 3 years,
it is difficult to say whether a 5% market penetration represents an upper limit for most utility programs
or whether it is simply the highest penetration achieved so far. The field tests described previously
suggest that market penetration could be higher still.

Other aspects of this utility experience that inform our assumptions for estimating the long-term potential
for green power include the following:

• Product content ― new renewables. Most of the utility green power products offered thus far
consist of new renewable resources as opposed to already existing renewable resources.

• Product content ― total renewables. Energy tariff products provide from 10% to 100% of a
residential customer’s total electricity needs. Programs that allow customers to choose how many
units of renewable energy they want to buy account for the lower range of 10% to 20%, but
consumers often buy more than one unit. As a result, we estimate that, on average, renewable energy
purchased through these programs generates 20% to 40% of an average residential participant’s
electricity use.

• Non-residential demand. On average, businesses and other non-residential customers account for
about 25% of total green power sales in those utility programs that have made an effort to market to
these customers.

• Total renewables supported. Utility programs are today responsible for supporting 110 megawatts
(MW) of renewable capacity with another 170 MW planned.
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Restructured Markets

More than 20 states have either opened their markets to retail competition — thereby allowing customers
to select a new retail electricity provider — or have developed plans to move toward competition in the
future. While the current electricity crisis in California and emerging problems in other states has slowed
progress towards retail competition, customer choice of this nature holds the prospect of further
encouraging the sale and purchase of green power products by new, independent green power retailers.

In those states that offer direct access today, the size and strength of the green power market depends to a
large extent on the overall amount of customer switching taking place. Residential switching to new
competitive suppliers in Rhode Island and Massachusetts, for example, has been nearly non-existent even
though both states have been open to competition for 3 years. Consequently, there is little evidence of
green power choice. On the other hand, California and Pennsylvania have seen modest switching and a
relatively strong interest in green power, though increasing wholesale power costs have reduced
competitive activity in Pennsylvania and severely curtailed such activity in California. Green power
marketing in Connecticut, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, and Texas has just begun, with little data to
report thus far.

The level of customer switching, in turn, is heavily influenced by the regulatory rules governing
restructured markets. Some of the more important rules ― discussed in further detail in Chapter 6 ―
govern the level of default retail service pricing (relative to underlying wholesale market prices) and the
treatment of incumbent utilities and their affiliates. For example, Rhode Island and Massachusetts have
seen almost no residential switching because default retail service prices have generally been below
wholesale prices since those markets opened in 1998, making it difficult for a competing marketer to both
attract customers and earn a retail margin. And in New Jersey, the “wet signature” rule that was intended
to protect consumers from “slamming” (i.e., being switched to a new supplier unknowingly) effectively
outlawed enrollment over the Internet at the outset, thereby limiting power marketers that had developed
their business strategies around this low-cost means of marketing and customer acquisition. Such rules,
though often implemented with good intentions, can unwittingly delay retail competition in practice.

Green power market penetration in restructured markets has been very similar to the results of regulated
green pricing programs. While the overall level of residential switching has been sluggish, green power
products have generally captured a sizable segment of those customers who have switched. As of mid-to-
late 2000, for example, approximately 670,000 residential customers, or 3.4% of all eligible direct access
customers, had switched suppliers nationwide. More than one-third of those who had switched (250,000
or 1.2% of all eligible customers) were receiving green power (Wiser, et al. 2000). This 1.2% average
response rate is similar to the median response of energy tariff-based green pricing programs. Experience
in the two most active competitive green power markets is as follows:

• In California, about 1.7% of residential customers were being served by a competitive marketer at
the end of 2000, and nearly all of these customers were purchasing green power, in part because of a
state subsidy for renewable energy purchases. A substantial number of small commercial customers
were being similarly served. With the dramatic run-up in wholesale power costs, however, many
retail marketers have been forced to turn back customers to the default utility providers and retail
competition has effectively ceased. As of April 2001, for example, residential customers being served
by a competitive marketer had fallen to 0.9%. When and how retail competition and green power
choice will return to California is not yet known.

• In Pennsylvania, about 10% of residential customers had selected an alternative supplier by early
2001 because the default price has been high enough for consumers to save money by switching, and
there have been a variety of retail suppliers and products in the market. Without any significant
renewable energy subsidy, an estimated 15% to 20% of those who have switched (1.5% to 2% of the
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total eligible to choose) have chosen green power (Swezey and Bird 2000; Wiser, et al. 2000).
Increasing wholesale power prices, while not as dramatic or damaging as in California, have recently
begun to slow competitive activity in the state.

Other aspects of restructured markets that affect our modeling assumptions include the following:

• Product content – new renewables. New renewables constitute a relatively small percentage of the
overall content of green power products currently, with marketers often opting for lower cost pre-
existing resources. Nonetheless, some marketers attempt to differentiate their products by including
new resources. In addition, the Green-e certification program13 carries a requirement for a minimum
of 5% new renewables, and this percentage will increase over time.

• Product content – total renewables. The fraction of total renewables in residential green power
products has averaged approximately 50%. In fact, Green-e product certification requires 50%
renewables, but not all products are certified, and in some states the renewables content has often
been less than 50%.

• Non-residential demand.  The Center for Resource Solutions reported that 38% of the demand for
Green-e certified products in 1999 came from non-residential customers — small and large
commercial, industrial, agricultural, and municipal. Nearly 28,000 non-residential customers
purchased Green-e certified power nationwide in that year.14

• Total renewables supported. Renewable energy capacity supported by consumer demand for green
power in restructured markets is difficult to estimate, but through late 2000, perhaps 280 average
megawatts (aMW)15 may be claimed (Wiser, et al. 2000). The National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, meanwhile, estimates that more than 130 MW of new renewable generation had been
supported by competitive marketers through June 2001 (Bird and Swezey, 2001).

Summary

Despite the high expectations raised by market research and even market simulations, the reality of both
regulated and restructured markets is that green power market penetration is still modest at less than 2%
overall. Many factors may influence this result, including lack of awareness, unfavorable market
conditions, customer inertia, and lackluster promotional efforts. Because these are nascent markets,
however, this early market experience may not be representative of the long-run market potential. Indeed,
results from field studies requiring actual commitments to purchase green power suggest that market
penetrations of 20% or more are achievable.

                                                          
13 Green-e is a renewable energy certification program established by the non-profit Center for Resource

Solutions. The program certifies green power products in restructured markets that meet minimum resource and
environmental standards.

14 Center for Resource Solutions, “Commercial Customers Making Green Power Their Business.” Press
Release, September 20, 2000.

15 An average megawatt is a measure of capacity assuming that renewable generating facilities operate
100% of the time (i.e., have a 100% capacity factor), and therefore yields a conservative estimate of the true
capacity supported by the green market. Because renewable power plants have varying capacity factors, we have
adopted the use of average megawatts as our convention for reporting capacity.
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CHAPTER 3

Market Diffusion: Experience from Other Industries

Forecasting future demand for green power based exclusively on market simulations and early results
from regulated and restructured electricity markets is probably unwise. Instead, based on extensive
experience with a myriad of other products, market penetration typically follows the standard “S” curve
of product diffusion. This diffusion curve is characterized by slow, initial market entry followed by rapid
growth before tapering off at higher market penetration levels, as shown in Figure 3. Product diffusion is
a process in which a product passes through life cycle stages (product development, growth, maturity, and
decline) as the nature of the product or service use changes. The rate of product diffusion depends on
many factors, including anticipated product cost reductions, consumer awareness and understanding, and
removal of market barriers.

To examine the evidence for
longer-term market penetration,
we investigated the effect of
consumer choice through case
studies of several other
industries. None of these industry
case studies is a perfect analogy
to green power, but they do
provide a sense of what is
possible over a longer period of
time than the few years that green
power has been offered to
consumers.

In this chapter, we first summarize case
studies of customer switching in newly
restructured markets, focusing on the long distance telecommunications and natural gas markets. By
examining the rate and drivers of customer switching in these two markets, we hope to gain some insight
into the likely nature and pace of customer switching in restructured electricity markets. We then
highlight experience with the marketing of other green consumer products, services, and behaviors,
including bottled water, organic foods, socially responsible investing, sustainable forestry products,
charitable contributions to environmental organizations, recycling, and compact fluorescent light bulbs.
Demand for many of these products, services, and behaviors has increased over the last 20 years, and an
exploration of market trends can offer useful context for understanding the barriers to green power growth
and the drivers for consumer demand. We conclude this chapter with a review of lessons learned from the
case studies, and their implications for the green power market. We note to the reader that this chapter,
while providing useful context, is by no means required reading for understanding later chapters of this
report that describe our modeling assumptions and results.
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Figure 3.  The Product Diffusion Curve
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3.1 Newly Restructured Markets

Telecommunications

Though perhaps more analogous to the entire competitive electricity market than to the green power
subset of that market, the switch from regulated to competitive long-distance telephone service following
the 1984 breakup of AT&T nevertheless provides perspective on the current state of and future prospects
for nascent retail electricity markets. Such perspective is valuable because the growth of the competitive
green power market will be influenced by the growth of the competitive electricity market as a whole.

While there are many different indicators of telecommunications market share (e.g., access minutes,
terminating minutes, and revenues), the purest measure of customer switching is the number of lines pre-
subscribed to each long-distance carrier. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) first reported
data on pre-subscribed lines in the fourth quarter of 1987 (3 years into the competitive market) and
stopped reporting the data following the Telecommunications Act of 1996. An examination of various
other indicators of market share, however, reveals a common trend among all of them — a steady erosion
of AT&T’s dominance. The following graph shows three measures of AT&T’s market share, based on:

• the number of pre-subscribed lines for all customer classes,
• toll revenues (to illustrate the entire period), and
• residential access lines (for which data only exists from 1995 on).

Source: Zolnierek, et al. (1999)

Figure 4.  Indicators of AT&T Market Share

A number of insights can be drawn from the data. Perhaps most importantly, it can clearly take some time
for competitors to make inroads into a market historically dominated by a single monopoly seller; it has
taken more than 15 years for competitors to capture roughly half of AT&T’s market share. Moreover,
gains in competitor market share have not come in great leaps and bounds, but rather in more measured
increases ranging between 2% and 4% annually. One might expect the competitive electricity market to
follow a similar pattern of slow and steady growth.

In fact, there is some reason to believe that competitive electricity markets may grow even more slowly
than the long distance market. The impetus for the breakup of AT&T is commonly attributed to a
burgeoning wave of technological innovation that AT&T’s historically tight grip on the market had long
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discouraged, as well as strong pent-up demand for the new services enabled by such innovation. Whether
or not a similar situation exists in the electricity industry has been the subject of some debate (Spinner
1999), and recent events in California and other states further call into question the near-term viability
and competitiveness of retail markets for electricity service.

Finally, AT&T has lost a larger share of the commercial long distance market than it has of the residential
market. This has also been and may continue to be the pattern in the electricity industry, where industrial
and commercial customer switching has dwarfed residential switching to date.

Natural Gas

Arguably, the restructuring of the natural gas industry provides a closer analog to the electricity industry
than does the opening of the long-distance telephone market. Natural gas industry restructuring, though in
effect since the mid-1980s, has in many cases only recently made overtures to residential customers.
Given the recent introduction of retail competition in that sector and the various stages of restructuring in
different states, only point estimates of customer switching are readily available, some of which are
summarized in Table 1.16

Table 1.  Estimates of Customer Switching

NJ NY NM WV OH MA MD IL WI VA IN
Residential Switching 3.0% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 20.5% 21.7% 9.1% 7.5% 52.5% 2.3%
% Eligible to Switch 100% 100% 100% 100% 56% 7% 82% 8% 2% 10% 40%

Commercial Switching N/A 12.3% 0.3% 5.1% 38.0% 17.0% N/A 12.8% 4.9% 20.0% 8.5%
% Eligible to Switch N/A 100% 100% 100% 56% N/A 100% 65% 22% 9% 35%

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration,
http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/restructure.html

Perhaps the single most important lesson that can be drawn from these data is that customer switching
rates in newly competitive markets can be highly variable. Natural gas switching rates — both residential
and commercial — clearly vary widely from state to state. Among residential customers alone, switching
rates have ranged from zero to as high as 33%.

A deeper understanding of the natural gas market also shows that regulatory rules and the potential abuse
of market power are powerful influences on the degree of competition and on customer switching. In
particular, since natural gas is largely an undifferentiated product (like electricity), the size of the
potential cost savings to be gained from switching is generally considered to be the primary driver for this
market (Bierman, et al. 1999). Regulatory rules and market power can considerably affect the scope of
these savings (Schuler 1997).

In the four states that have mandated statewide open access (NJ, NM, NY, and WV), for example, the
pace of change is often dictated by the incumbent local distribution companies (LDCs) and, as a result,
vibrant markets have been slow to develop and barriers to competition remain. The principal barrier
                                                          

16 In addition to the states covered in the table, Georgia and Nebraska require that eligible customers choose
their supplier (i.e., 100% participation), and Montana does not report participation rates. The Pennsylvania PUC
estimates that 30% of the 855,000 residential and small commercial customers that are eligible to switch in pilot
programs have done so.  In California, only 3%–4% of residential and small commercial gas customers have
switched in the choice programs offered by three LDCs (U.S. Energy Information Administration,
www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/ restructure.html).

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/restructure.html
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seems to be the ability of LDCs in some states to arrange their unbundled tariffs in ways that limit others
from obtaining cost-effective transportation access to the LDCs’ pipelines.17 West Virginia, meanwhile,
exemplifies another barrier: customers wishing to switch gas suppliers must first install metering
equipment or pay standby charges (U.S. Energy Information Administration,
www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/state/wv.html).

3.2 “Green” Product Markets
While the telecommunications and natural gas industries provide broad perspective on customer
switching trends in restructured markets, they tell us little about the emerging market segment of “green”
customers that might opt to pay a premium for a green power product. The following cases therefore
provide more specific data on markets that are shaped by some of the same customer motivations and
barriers as the green power market.

Bottled Water

A growing number of Americans are choosing to drink water for its health benefits, but are also shunning
tap water for reasons of taste or quality. Concern over tap water quality is no longer limited to toxins
making their way into the public water supply; increasingly, chlorine and other chemical “purifiers”
added to tap water are also being called into question. As a result, bottled water and home water filtration
systems are gaining widespread popularity. Availability and convenience are also important drivers of the
bottled water market: tap water (along with a container in which to carry it) is often not as readily
available as bottled water.

Domestic non-sparkling water, which makes up more than 90% of the bottled water market in the United
States, has been the fastest growing segment of the entire beverage industry over the past few years
(BottledWaterWeb, www.bottledwaterweb.com). In 1997, for example, sales of bottled water grew by
9.5%, compared to 2.5% for fruit beverages, 0.8% for beer, and 3.3% for soft drinks. Bottled water sales
rose another 9.8% in 1998 and 12.1% in 1999, bringing the annual sales of the domestic bottled water
market to more than $5 billion, according to Beverage Marketing Corp., a New York-based consulting
firm. In February 2000, The Coca Cola Company (which entered the bottled water market in April 1999)
projected that the bottled water market would surpass the $72 billion soft drink market by 2010
(WaterBank, www.waterbank.com).

In terms of market penetration, bottled water consumption has grown from 1.8% of all beverage
consumption in the United States (including tap water) in 1981 to 8.1% in 1999 (BottledWaterWeb,
www.bottledwaterweb.com; Beverage Marketing, www.beveragemarketing.com). The following graph
depicts the steady market growth of bottled water.

                                                          
17 Since a competing marketer can only compete on the commodity price, and must pay to use the LDC’s

pipelines, an LDC can discourage competition by setting its unbundled gas commodity price artificially low (e.g.,
below the wholesale market), and making up the difference in the transportation tariff.  Charges of such anti-
competitive pricing have surfaced in New York, and may also be a factor in New Mexico (which has been fully
open, with little activity, since the late 1980s).

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/state/wv.html
http://www.bottledwaterweb.com/
http://www.waterbank.com/
http://www.bottledwaterweb.com/
http://www.beveragemarketing.com/
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Source: International Bottled Water Association, www.bottledwater.org;  Beverage Marketing, www.beveragemarketing.com

Figure 5.  Bottled Water in the United States

These data confirm the insights raised earlier about the length of time needed between product
introduction and market response; nearly 20 years passed before bottled water consumption increased
from 2% to 8% penetration in the overall beverage market. The steady and sizable growth of this market
over time also reflects increasing awareness of the health benefits of water consumption, as well as
increasing concerns over tap water quality. Bottled water, however, fills this niche by offering (perceived)
private health and convenience benefits to the consumer. This situation stands in sharp contrast to the
green power market, where the environmental benefits are more public and less tangible in nature.
Marketing a green power product may therefore present additional challenges and result in slower growth
than the case of bottled water suggests.

Organic Foods

The market for organic food products is potentially more relevant to the green power market than is
bottled water; organic foods provide not only private health benefits when consumed but also public
environmental benefits when grown in accordance with the practices of sustainable organic agriculture.
The degree of relevance is unclear, however, because market research indicates that most organic food
purchasers do so primarily for the perceived health benefits of eating organically grown food (i.e., the
private benefit) rather than to support the long-term environmental benefits associated with organic
farming (i.e., the public benefit) (The Hartman Report 1996).

Despite these apparent differences, many of the early frustrations confronting green power marketers are
paralleled in the market for organically grown foods. Just as a majority of consumers state a preference
for renewable energy, so too are a majority of consumers concerned about pesticide use and its effects on
their health and the environment. To date, however, both markets have had difficulty translating this
apparent widespread support into actual market results. In 1999, for instance, organic food sales
represented about 1.5% of all food sales in the United States ― a penetration rate similar to that achieved
by green power marketers.

But like the bottled water market, the market for organic foods has grown steadily over time from a small
base (see Figure 6). Moreover, recent growth has been quite rapid, with annual growth rates exceeding
20% during the 1990s. In response, the number of acres in organic production, though still only 0.2% of
all farmland, nearly tripled between 1991 and 1997, while conventional farm acreage declined over this
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period (Greene 2000; Klonsky and Tourte 1998). Strong growth is expected to continue, with the total
size of the market estimated to double from current levels to more than $13 billion by 2003 (Organic
Trade Association, www.ota.com).

Source:  Organic Trade Association and the USDA

Figure 6.  Organic Food Sales in the United States

The trend in organic food sales is similar to that seen in both the long-distance and bottled water markets,
and reinforces the lesson that markets take time to develop. This may be particularly true for the green
power market, which, unlike organic foods and bottled water, offers far fewer direct private benefits to
motivate consumers into action.

Socially Responsible Investing

Socially responsible investing (SRI) has exhibited similar growth to bottled water and organic food
products, but may be more relevant to the green power market because SRI, relative to conventional
investing, is presumably undertaken for social rather than private gain.

In the United States alone, more than $2 trillion — more than $1 out of every $8 placed under
professional investment management — is invested according to some form of social criteria (Social
Investment Forum, www.socialinvest.org). The social causes targeted by these funds vary widely, from
anti-tobacco to community development to pro-environment.18 There is also great disparity in the rigor of
the social “screens” to which these funds are subjected. As a result, it is difficult to draw definitive
conclusions about the overall composition or quality of the market, not unlike different “shades” of green
power. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 7, SRI, as a whole, has grown considerably over the last 15 years,
with assets increasing an average of 30% annually. Of course, some portion of this impressive increase in
both assets and market penetration is performance-related: most social screens tend to favor technology or
“new economy” stocks, which outperformed the broader market during the 1990s.19

                                                          
18 According to the Social Investment Forum, the most common screens are tobacco (96% of screened

assets), gambling (86%), alcohol (83%), weapons (81%), and the environment (79%).  Other screens include human
rights (43%), labor (38%), birth control/abortion (23%), and animal welfare (15%).

19 Moreover, this outperformance, which was highly touted by SRI enthusiasts, may have created another
source of demand for SRI ― those seeking higher returns (i.e., conventional investors with private motives).
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Source: Social Investment Forum (www.socialinvest.org) and Brill et al. 1999

Figure 7.  Assets Managed in A Socially Responsible Manner

The popularity of SRI at 13% market penetration, relative to that of the emerging green power market at
less than 2% market penetration, in most cases, may be attributable to several factors. First, SRI has a
long history compared to the few years that green power markets have existed, and encompasses many
different social causes beyond clean energy. Second, people may be more willing to invest in socially
responsible products and services than they are willing to pay extra for them. This theory is consistent
with research that shows that people are often more willing to forego a monetary gain than they are to
suffer an equally sized loss (or to pay an equally sized premium).20 Third, the rise in popularity of mutual
funds during the 1990s — and the corresponding surge in the number of socially responsible mutual
funds — may have greatly reduced the transaction costs associated with SRI. This final characteristic
suggests that an enabling product structure that reduces transaction costs can facilitate market success.

Sustainable Forestry

The market for sustainable forest products is somewhat different from the other markets we have
examined because it has been driven more by intermediaries than by end-use consumers per se, and retail
demand has not yet caught up with supply. Instead, commercial producers and consumers from all stages
of the forest products supply chain have banded together with environmental organizations into “buyers
groups” such as the Certified Forest Products Council21 in the United States. These buyers groups are
beginning to demand sustainably managed timber for four main reasons:

• to ensure their moral “right to operate” by working towards a sustainable supply of lumber without
degrading the land,

                                                          
20 See, for example, Electric Power Research Institute, Green Power Guidelines: Assessing Residential

Market Segments, TR-109192-V1, 1997. Whether SRI yields a lower return on investment than unrestricted
investing has been a contentious subject.

21 Business members include: The Home Depot, Habitat for Humanity, Gibson Guitar Company, World
Wildlife Fund, Patagonia, Taunton Press, Wickes Lumber and many others.  See The Certified Forest Products
Council Web site (http://www.certifiedwood.org) for a complete list.
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• to improve market share and competitive advantage by tapping into latent consumer demand, as well
as by offering wood that is often of a higher quality than that coming from unsustainably managed
forests,

• to improve their reputation with consumers, employees, and local communities, and
• to manage risk, which can result in lower costs of capital and insurance (Crossley and Points 1998).

This unusual, intermediary-driven market structure results in the supply of certified wood far outstripping
specific consumer demand for sustainably forested products, leaving the majority of certified timber to be
sold as an undifferentiated product.22 As a result of this glut, most suppliers do not receive a premium for
their certified products (Jenkins and Smith 1999).

Given a particularly complicated chain of custody and the lack of strong consumer demand, it is perhaps
not surprising that there are very little publicly available data on certified wood products. ForestWorld
(www.ForestWorld.com) states that market penetration of certified forest products has reached 5% in
parts of Western Europe and 1% in the United States (representing approximately $500 million worth of
products in the United States). More often, however, data are reported by number of hectares of certified
forest.

Forests cover about 28% of the earth’s land area (4.1 billion hectares of forest), and two-thirds of all
forests (2.8 billion hectares) are commercially timbered. As of May 2000, 17.8 million hectares, or just
0.6% of all commercial forestland, were certified under Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) guidelines.23

Even with rapid growth in the past 3 years (see Figure 8), the market for sustainable forestry products is
clearly just getting off the ground. In fact, third-party certification based on environmental criteria has
existed only since 1993, when the FSC was founded and began accrediting professional certification
firms.

Source:  Forest Stewardship Council; ForestWorld, www.forestworld.com; Jenkins and Smith 1999

Figure 8.  FSC-Certified Woodlands (Worldwide)

                                                          
22 For example, Collins Pine — one of the leaders in sustainable forestry — markets less than 5% of their

production as certified, even though at least 50% qualifies (Jenkins and Smith 1999).
23 FSC is the most widely accepted forestry certification program.
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The market for sustainable forestry products is perhaps more like the green power market than any other
market we have examined. Like green power, the benefits of sustainable forestry are primarily public in
nature, and are largely invisible to the consumer. This creates a critical need for certification and
verification mechanisms, which become complex in the face of complicated chains of custody facing each
market. Both markets are also just beginning to grow.

Both markets have and will likely continue to benefit from the involvement of environmental groups. The
World Wildlife Fund (WWF), for example, has taken the lead in organizing and working with buyers
groups to expand markets for certified products and increase the amount of certified forestland. The
WWF’s “Forests for Life” campaign achieved its goal of having 10 million hectares FSC certified by the
end of 1998, six months early, and subsequently extended its goal to 25 million hectares by the end of
2001. The World Bank and the WWF have also announced an alliance to ensure the certification of 200
million hectares by 2005.

One potentially critical distinction between these two markets, however, is the perceived source of
demand. To date, green power marketers have focused most heavily on the residential sector, pursuing
commercial customers in a more ad hoc fashion. The sustainable forestry market, on the other hand, has
been built around commercial “buyers groups” representing substantial purchasing power. It is too early
to assess the relative merits of each approach, but one example suggests that the “buyers groups” model
may serve as an important growth channel for the green power market: the World Resources Institute and
Business for Social Responsibility announced in August 2000 that 11 of the nation’s largest industrial
electricity users would commit to buying green power from 1,000 MW of new capacity over the next 10
years.

Charitable Contributions to Environmental Organizations

In some ways, above-market payments for green power can be thought of as a charitable contribution. In
this light, we turned to Giving USA, the annual summary of charitable contributions published by the
American Association of Fundraising Counsel (AAFRC, www.aafrc.org), to see what could be learned
from the trend in contributions to socially minded or environmental organizations. Figure 9 shows
contributions received by environmental/wildlife and public/society benefit organizations,24 as well as the
“market” penetration as a percentage of all charitable donations, dating back to 1968.25

                                                          
24 AAFRC defines environmental/wildlife organizations as those involved in environmental quality or

protection, as well as animal-related activities (such as zoos, humane societies, and wildlife protection
organizations).  Public/society benefit organizations include those involved in civil rights or liberties, community
improvement and development, philanthropy and volunteerism, science, social science, and public affairs.

25 The environmental/wildlife category did not exist prior to 1987, though some environmental
organizations were included in the public/society benefit category.

http://www.aafrc.org/
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Source: American Association of Fundraising Counsel, www.aafrc.org

Figure 9.  Contributions Received and Market Penetration by Type of Recipient Organization

Environmental/wildlife organizations received almost $6.2 billion, or 3% of total charitable contributions,
in 2000. The public/society benefit category, which encompasses a broader array of organizations, fared
about twice as well, receiving almost $11.6 billion or 6% of all contributions in 2000. Both categories
have been gaining market share throughout the 1990s, presumably reflecting increasing concern for social
well being and the environment.26

These data do not indicate what percentage of Americans are members of or contribute to such
organizations, a potentially useful data point for our purposes. Other data show that, as a percentage of
population, membership in large, nationwide environmental organizations varies from state to state,
bounded at the high end by Vermont with 2% and at the low end by Mississippi with 0.25% (Mazur and
Welch 1999).27 Another estimate placed membership in national environmental organizations at roughly
3% of the U.S. population in 1990 (Farhar 1993).

At 3% or less, the percentage of the American population directly involved with environmental
organizations remains small and, without data showing trends in membership over time, it is difficult to
draw additional insights. Perhaps the most interesting and concrete observation to be made based on these
data is that among those who make charitable contributions, the environment seems to have gained favor
over time.

Recycling

Recycling is perhaps the only market analog we have examined that demonstrates a close connection
between general environmental attitudes and individual behavior, and shows that a majority of consumers
are in some instances willing to recycle to help protect the environment. Of course, such behavior may
not be entirely voluntary or reflect concern for the environment; bottle redemption programs and
mandatory recycling in some areas create additional incentives. Nonetheless, it is clear that a large
percentage of the American populace has embraced recycling. Several surveys from the early 1990s, for

                                                          
26 While the source of contributions to each individual category is unknown, individuals were accountable

for 75% of all charitable contributions monitored by Giving USA in 2000.
27 Organizations sampled include the Sierra Club, National Wildlife Federation, Greenpeace, Natural

Resources Defense Council, Nature Conservancy, Rainforest Action Network, and World Wildlife Fund.
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example, indicate that 60% to 70% of the public recycles, up from about 50% 10 years earlier (Farhar
1993).

One of the major factors in the success of recycling has no doubt been the proliferation of curbside
recycling programs, which greatly reduce the transaction costs and increase the convenience of recycling.
In 1996, for example, 51% of the U.S. population had access to curbside recycling programs. This insight
further supports the importance of public policy in facilitating the development of green markets.

Other evidence on the growth and size of the recycling market comes from the percentage of municipal
solid waste that has been recovered over time through recycling and composting, as shown in Figure 10.
In 1996 more than 25% of municipal solid waste was recovered through recycling and composting, up
from 10% in 1980 (Franklin Associates, Ltd. 1998).

Source:  Franklin Associates, Ltd. 1998

Figure 10.  Recovery of Municipal Solid Waste

Like many of the other “green” markets explored in this chapter, recycling has caught on slowly over the
years and posted impressive gains in the 1990s. As recycling behavior is largely consistent with
indications of general environmental attitudes, the growth path reflected in the figure above may
conceivably indicate a plausible high-growth scenario for green power (though, once again, policies and
mandates have contributed to the success of recycling).

Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs

Like green power, compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) generate significant environmental benefits
through the use of innovative technology. CFLs do have an important marketing advantage over green
power, however, because they save consumers money over the long run by outpacing incandescent light
bulbs in both energy efficiency and useful life.

Even with this economic incentive, consumers have been slow to adopt CFLs. The Energy Information
Administration’s 1993 Residential Energy Consumption Survey reported that 8.9% of households use
CFLs, though not very effectively—less than 1% of all lights used 15 minutes or more each day were
CFLs. Another survey from the early 1990s found that among CFL-owning households, CFLs are used in
fewer than two rooms on average (Weiner and Campbell 1992). More recently, the U.S. Department of
Energy has estimated the national market penetration of CFLs to be 3%, though this number may be
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increasing as regional energy crises have led to the sale or distribution of large numbers of CFLs,
particularly in California.28

There are a number of factors potentially contributing to the slow adoption rate of CFLs over the past 15
years. Poor light quality in some early CFLs, for example, may have tarnished the reputation of CFLs in
general. CFLs still tend to be bulkier than incandescent bulbs, and do not fit in all fixtures. Furthermore,
until recently, no CFLs on the market could be used in fixtures controlled by dimmer switches.
Significantly, higher first costs than incandescent bulbs may discourage the purchase of CFLs, despite
potential life-cycle savings. And, distribution channels may also play a role — CFLs are not readily
available in most supermarkets and drug stores, where 39% of consumers reportedly buy their light bulbs
(Voorsatz, et al. 1997).29 Similar barriers may face the introduction of green power.

The case of CFLs also illustrates the importance of customer education. Surveys suggest that a full 45%
of consumers do not understand the unit “Watt” (a measure of energy consumption), perhaps confusing it
with “lumens” (a measure of light output) — a misconception that could create bias against low-wattage
CFLs. The average consumer may also not comprehend how a $10 CFL can ultimately cost less than a
50¢ incandescent bulb. Lighting salespeople are often similarly under-educated on the benefits of CFLs
and so are unable to provide sound advice to their customers (Weiner and Campbell 1992).

3.3 Implications
As already noted, none of the preceding cases represent perfect analogs to the green power market.
Likewise, the type and quality of data we were able to compile for each case is often less than ideal.
Nonetheless, the cases do provide some insight about the maturation of restructured markets in general,
and other green markets specifically.

Perhaps the most relevant implication for our 10-year forecast of green power penetration is that it often
takes some time for markets to build. AT&T did not lose half of its market share in just a few years; it
happened gradually at a pace of a few percent each year over 15 years. Similarly, bottled water has
reached 8% market penetration, socially responsible investing 13%, and recycling 25%, each over an
extended time period often lasting 10 to 20 years from product launch to significant market penetration.

Furthermore, the general pattern of green market development has almost without exception been one of
steady but restrained growth in the early years, followed by acceleration more recently. Though it is
perhaps too early to conclude that green product markets, in general, are beginning to move out of the
product development phase and into the growth phase of the product diffusion S-curve, recent market
action at least hints at the beginnings of such a transition. This pattern implies that our forecast of green
power penetration should start out low and grow steadily over a period of time that will most likely
exceed our 10-year forecast horizon.

Finally, despite following similar growth paths, actual market penetration rates vary widely among the
cases, and have been influenced by a number of factors:

• Regulation. Regulatory rules encouraged new entry into the long distance telephone market, for
example, by regulating AT&T more stringently than its competitors.  Some incumbent natural gas

                                                          
28 Taking advantage of $3 instant rebates from the state’s investor-owned utilities, Californians purchased

more than 120,000 CFLs in the last week of March 2001, and Pacific Gas and Electric expects to sell as many as 2
million CFLs this year.

29 Conversely, CFLs are often most available in specialty lighting stores, where only 1% of consumers go
to purchase light bulbs.
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utilities, on the other hand, have been allowed to effectively thwart retail choice through anti-
competitive transportation pricing.

• Transaction costs. Socially responsible investing and recycling have each benefited from a reduction
in transaction costs made possible by the rise of mutual funds and the spread of curbside recycling
programs, respectively.

• Media attention and crisis. Bottled water and organic foods have each capitalized on growing
consumer fear — often punctuated by widely publicized crisis events — of the deteriorating quality
of conventional alternatives.  Similarly, the California electricity crisis has focused attention on the
need for energy conservation, boosting CFL sales.

• Education. Almost every market has faced at least some need to educate consumers, but perhaps
nowhere is this need more pronounced than in the market for CFLs.

• Environmental partnerships. A partnership between environmental groups and the forest products
industry has led the charge for sustainable forestry practices.

• Public policy. Recycling has achieved high participation rates, in part, because of community
programs and redemption mandates, and market penetration of CFLs has benefited more recently
from crisis-induced consumer purchase incentives.

Without a doubt, the growth of the green power market will also be influenced by most, if not all, of these
variables. As discussed in Chapter 6, market rules and consumer education appear to be particularly
important. Predicting the degree — or even the direction — of each variable’s influence is of course
extremely challenging.
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CHAPTER 4

Model Overview and Key Assumptions

The primary aim of this study is to quantify the potential size and impact of the green power market in the
United States during the next 10 years. To perform this analysis, we developed a model of national green
power demand. Incorporating separate assumptions for restructured and regulated green power markets,
the model allows us to simulate the potential impacts of green power demand on renewable energy supply
and electricity-sector air pollutant emissions under various scenarios. Specifically, we develop two
scenarios ― high- and low-growth ― to bound what we consider to be a range of plausible growth paths
for the green power market. We also use several sensitivity runs to explore the impacts of model input
assumptions on model output and to improve our understanding of the most important factors that will
affect the pace and impact of green power demand. To account for recent events in electricity markets in
California and the rest of the country, we pay particular attention to sensitivity cases in which the pace of
electricity restructuring slows considerably.

4.1 Basic Model Structure

Figure 11 depicts the basic functions of our model of green power market growth. At the core of the
model is a state-level forecast of residential electricity load through 2020, split into investor and publicly
owned utilities (“IOU” and “Public”). To this load base, the model sequentially applies 20-year
assumptions for the following variables:

• The Pace of Restructuring sets the date that a state opens its electricity market to competition.
• Access to Green Power is: (1) the percentage of regulated load that has access to a green pricing

tariff, or (2) the percentage of load in restructured markets that has access to a competitive green
power product.

• Residential Green Power Market Penetration is the percentage of load with access to green power
that actually chooses to purchase green power. Non-residential green power demand is modeled as a
percentage adder to the residential green power load.30

• Green Power Product Content is the percentage of existing renewables (renewable capacity built
prior to the availability of green power choice), new renewables (renewable capacity built after the
beginning of green power choice), and total renewables in a green power product.

• Current Average Emissions Profiles for each state come from the EPA’s E-GRID2000 database (with
data from 1998). Assuming that only new renewable generation provides incremental emissions
reduction benefits, the model uses these emissions profiles to estimate the reduction in emissions
attributable to green power markets.

Our assumptions, described in more detail later, differ by regulated and restructured markets, and in some
cases also by IOU and public utilities.31 Though the model accepts assumptions and can produce forecasts

                                                          
30 This overly simplistic methodology was adopted as a modeling tool to circumvent limitations in the data

at hand, and is not intended to imply a causal relationship between residential and non-residential demand for green
power. That said, as the residential sector becomes increasingly educated about and begins to demand green power,
it is plausible that there could be a spillover in demand to the non-residential sector, as businesses themselves
become educated and respond to their customers’ values (a persuasive case could also be made for a demand
spillover in the opposite direction, from the non-residential to the residential sector).

31 For example, assumptions about the pace of restructuring differ between IOU and public utility load,
reflecting the assumption that public utilities – which are normally exempt from restructuring orders – will be slower
to open their markets to competition.
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to 20 years, we report data only through 2010, as any forecast beyond even a few years is fraught with
uncertainty. Other specific features of the model are described in Text Box 1.

Figure 11.  Flow Chart of Green Power Growth Model
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Text Box 1.  Model Features

LOAD BASE FORECAST
The Energy Information Administration (EIA) does not forecast residential electricity loads by state, so we
constructed our own state-level forecast through 2020, using other EIA data.  Our forecast begins with actual
1998 residential electricity sales by state, split into investor- and publicly owned utilities. To this state-level base
we apply regional growth rates from the EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 2000 forecast of residential electricity
consumption by census region. Thus, the load of each state (and every IOU and public utility) within a region
grows at the regional growth rate.

TWENTY-YEAR ASSUMPTIONS
Any projection of future green power demand should begin with conditions as they currently exist. Although our
assumptions are for the most part national, meaning that they apply equally to each state, the year 2000 starting
point for each state reflects year 2000 market conditions within that state with respect to green power.
Accordingly, our national assumptions are applied to each state either “as is” in states with no current green
power market or on an incremental basis in states that already have a green power track record. In other words,
in those states where green power has made inroads and data on access to green power, market penetration, and
product content are available (or can be accurately estimated), we use such data as the starting point for our
forecasts. We then apply our assumptions by adding the change in assumptions from one year to the next to the
starting value.

TRANSITIONING FROM REGULATED TO COMPETITIVE MARKETS
States that have set a firm restructuring date either legislatively or by other means are assumed to open their
markets to competition on that date in the high case and 2 years after that in the low growth case. States that
have not yet set a date to open their markets are subjectively assigned a restructuring timetable.

As a state opens to competition, competitive market assumptions take over from regulated market assumptions.
Green power gains made in regulated markets, however, are not discarded.  Our model assumes that those who
had participated in regulated utility green pricing programs will, within a reasonably short period, choose a
competitive green power provider, and that any renewable generation built to serve a regulated green pricing
program will also serve green power products in a competitive market.  Thus, the model preserves all gains
made in regulated markets, essentially freezing them at the time of restructuring.

Finally, our 20-year assumptions for competitive markets are referenced to the inception date of open markets
(e.g., “by the second year of open markets, we expect green power market penetration to reach x%”) instead of
the year 2000, and therefore our assumptions apply to different calendar years for different states, depending on
when each state restructures its electricity markets. Regulated markets do not share this peculiarity, and so our
assumptions for regulated markets do follow the calendar (e.g., “year 1” is 2001).

OTHER SPECIFICS
Various caps are employed throughout the model.  One cap ensures that our assumptions do not increase beyond
100%.  Another ensures that our forecast of access to green power in regulated markets never falls below a
state’s year 2000 starting point (unless our assumptions decrease), and never grows above the national
maximum forecast for regulated green pricing access over the entire forecast period.

The model is conservative in its treatment of access to green power in both competitive and regulated markets.
Specifically, each year’s new incremental load with access to green power reverts to year-1 assumptions about
green power market penetration.  For example, even if a competitive market has been open for 5 years, any new
load gaining access to green power in year 5 will only achieve the green power market penetration rate
assumption from year 1. This mechanism essentially treats all incremental access to green power as if it were a
new market starting from scratch.  While such conservatism may be justified with respect to assumptions about
green power market penetration, it is arguably less so with respect to product content assumptions.  Thus, this
mechanism was not employed for product content; any incremental load choosing green power in year 5 will
receive year-5 product content.
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4.2 Scenario Analysis Approach

Though all forecasts embody uncertainty, forecasting the future of an immature market such as green
power proves particularly challenging. Consider the following:

• The nature and pace of electricity reform remains highly uncertain.
• The incentive for utilities to offer and market successful green pricing programs is variable and may

change with time.
• Consumer understanding of energy issues in general, and renewable energy issues in particular, is low

at present but may increase over time.
• Consumer willingness to act on environmental beliefs is not well known.
• The future cost differential between renewable electricity and traditional alternatives is unclear.

Given these considerable uncertainties, our analysis does not attempt to derive a single point estimate for
future green power growth. Instead, we develop two scenarios ― high- and low-growth ― to bound what
we consider to be a range of plausible growth paths for the green power market. There is no probability
attached to either scenario or the range of possibilities that lie between. More extreme cases could be
imagined.32

As illustrated by the specific assumptions described in the next section, the high-growth scenario is
intended to be aggressive, with sizable green power demand growth and steadily improving green power
product content (e.g., the percentage of renewable energy contained in green power products increases).
For such a growth pattern to develop, several general market characteristics might be required:

• restructuring proceeds with little delay,
• market rules in restructured markets are conducive to competition and customer switching is high,
• consumer understanding and acceptance of green power shows significant growth, and
• the premium spread between the cost of renewable and competing generation technologies continues

to narrow, because of ongoing reductions in the cost of renewable energy technologies, the continued
or enhanced availability of renewable energy tax credits or financial incentives, or increases in fuel
(i.e., natural gas) costs for conventional generators.

The low-growth scenario, on the other hand, is intended to represent a far less aggressive case, with more
limited growth in customer switching and lower quality product content (e.g., green power products
contain less renewable energy). While even more conservative low-growth scenarios could be plausibly
created, this case may be qualitatively characterized by a scenario in which:

• the introduction of restructured markets and utility green pricing programs is delayed,
• market rules in restructured markets are far less conducive to competitive suppliers and customer

switching than under the high-growth scenario,
• consumer understanding and acceptance of green power grows only slowly, and
• the premium spread between the cost of renewable and competing generation technologies does not

narrow appreciably.

                                                          
32 For example, on the low end, one could imagine a scenario where the fallout from California’s electricity

crisis completely halts the move toward restructuring in other states and greatly reduces access to green power (see
our “restructuring meltdown” sensitivity scenario). On the high end, increasing recognition of the “non-green” value
of renewable energy ― e.g., its ability to function as a fuel price hedge ― could become a strong driver of green
power demand, above and beyond what we have modeled.
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In addition to the high- and low-growth scenarios, we constructed four other scenarios designed to test the
sensitivity of our model to assumptions about product content, green power market penetration, and the
fallout from California’s electricity crisis (which could slow or even halt the pace of restructuring and
limit consumer access to green power products). The specific assumptions behind our low- and high-
growth scenarios are described in more detail in the next section, while our sensitivity scenarios are more
fully described in section 5.5.

4.3 Model Assumptions

The model requires assumptions for each of the variables defined in Section 4.1 under both the low- and
high-growth scenarios, as well as the sensitivity scenarios. In developing these input assumptions,
described in detail here, we began with what we already know about green power availability, customer
response, and product content and how these variables have changed in the past. Table 2 summarizes the
current state of these variables in both regulated and restructured green power markets.

Results from market simulations and field studies (showing 10% to 20% residential market penetration)
and our review of the case studies from other industries, meanwhile, influenced our longer-term
assumptions.  Nonetheless, we acknowledge that ultimately our assumptions are derived largely from our
own professional judgments.

Table 3 summarizes the assumptions made in the low- and high-growth scenarios, while the text below
provides additional detail on the nature of the assumptions and their source, first for regulated markets
and then for restructured markets.  Within each market type, and for each variable in the model, we first
describe general market conditions in 2000 (i.e., the starting point), followed by the high-growth
assumptions, and lastly the low-growth assumptions.

Table 2.  Summary of Actual Market Experience To Date

Variable Market Actual Market Experience To Date
States that
are already

open
~25% of nationwide residential load (13 states)

States with
“firm” dates ~25% of nationwide residential load (8 states)

Pace of
Restructuring

(IOUs)
States without

dates ~50% of nationwide residential load (29 states)

Pace of
Restructuring

(Public)
All states ~ 0% of nationwide residential load (to date, few publicly owned utilities have

opted to open their markets to competition)

Regulated IOU: ~22% of residential load
Public: ~19% of residential loadAccess to

Green Power Restructured IOU: >90% of IOU load in has access to green power
Public: few public utilities are open to competition

Regulated Residential: <1% to 7.4% (0.8% median) of load with access to green power
Non-Residential: 20% of residential demand in many, but not all, marketsGreen Power

Market
Penetration Restructured Residential: 1.6% (PA) to 1.9% (CA at height of market); CA is ~1% now

Non-Residential: 20% (PA) to 100% (CA at height of market)

Regulated % existing renewables: ~0% of energy-based products on average
% new renewables: ~30% of energy-based products on averageGreen Power

Product
Content Restructured % existing renewables: 17.5% (PA) to 95% (CA) of product

% new renewables: 2% (PA) to 5% (CA) of product
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Table 3.  Summary of Model Assumptions (ranges are over 10 years, unless otherwise noted)*

Variable Market Low-Growth Scenario High-Growth Scenario
States that
are already

open
Remain open to competition Remain open to competition

States with
“firm” dates** Retail choice delayed for 2 years Retail choice occurs on schedule

Pace of
Restructuring

(IOUs)
States without

dates**
Fast states: 25% (2004) to 100% (2008)
Slow states: 5% (2004) to 20% (2010)

Fast states: 50% (2004) to 100% (2005)
Slow states: 20% (2004) to 100% (2008)

Pace of
Restructuring

(Public)
All states 0.5% (starting in 3rd year after IOUs

open) to 4% in 10th year
2.5% (starting in 3rd year after IOUs
open) to 20% in 10th year

Regulated IOU: 5% to 27.5%, incremental
Public: 5% to 27.5%, incremental

IOU: 10% to 55%, incremental
Public: 10% to 55%, incrementalAccess to

Green Power Restructured IOU: constant 100% of open markets
Public: constant 100% of open markets

IOU: constant 100% of open markets
Public: constant 100% of open markets

Regulated Residential: 0.25% to 2.5%
Non-Residential: constant 10% of Res

Residential: 0.75% to 7.50%
Non-Residential: constant 25% of ResGreen Power

Market
Penetration Restructured Residential: 0.25% to 2.5%

Non-Residential: constant 10% of Res
Residential: 1% to 10%
Non-Residential: constant 25% of Res

Regulated % existing renewables: constant 0%
% new renewables: constant 20%

% existing renewables: constant 0%
% new: 30% to 40% over 5 yearsGreen Power

Product
Content Restructured % existing renewables: constant 20%

% new renewables: 1% to 15%
% existing renewables: constant 30%
% new renewables: 2% to 27.5%

*The units for “Pace of Restructuring” are % of residential electricity load, the units for “Access to Green Power” are % of
regulated or restructured load, the units for “Green Power Market Penetration” are % of load with access to green power, and the
units for “Green Power Product Content” are % of load that has chosen green power.
**States with “firm” dates are those that have not yet restructured, but have passed restructuring legislation specifying a date for
the inception of retail choice.  All other states (i.e., “states without dates”) are divided into two groups:  those that are likely to
restructure relatively quickly (“fast states” – includes only Indiana, Vermont, and Wisconsin), and those that are likely to proceed
towards restructuring more cautiously, or perhaps not at all (“slow states” – includes all other states without restructuring
legislation).  We assume that 2004 is the earliest that states with no current plans to restructure (i.e., “states without dates”) could
realistically adopt a restructuring plan and begin to open their markets.  Thus, in the low-growth scenario, for example, 25% of
load in “fast states” and 5% of load in “slow states” gains competitive access in 2004, incrementing to 100% and 25% over 4 and
10 years, respectively.  Because of the extenuating circumstances caused by California’s electricity crisis, we treat California
differently from other states as follows:  under the high-growth scenario, we freeze California’s 2001 existing green power
penetration rates through 2003, and classify California as a “fast state,” resuming normal activities according to our national
assumptions starting in 2004; under the low-growth scenario, we drop California’s 2001 existing green power penetration rates to
0% in 2002 and 2003, and classify California as a “slow state,” resuming normal activities according to our national assumptions
starting in 2004.

For readers interested in a detailed description of our assumptions and their rationale under each scenario,
we urge you to read on. Other readers may wish to forego the remainder of this chapter and proceed
directly to the model results in Chapter 5.

Regulated Markets

Percent of Residential Load with Access to Green Pricing.  Many utilities already offer green pricing
programs. For public utilities,33 green power access ranges from 1% of the residential load in several
states to 75% in Minnesota, with an average of about 19% of public utility residential load having access
to a green pricing option. Among IOUs, meanwhile, green power access relative to statewide IOU
residential load ranges from 9% in Texas to 100% in Utah, with about 22% access on average. Because
green power access is broadly similar on average between IOUs and public utilities, we use one set of
general, national assumptions for both. (Recall that for individual states, these national assumptions apply
on an incremental basis, with the state’s current experience with green power acting as the base).

                                                          
33 Public utilities include municipal utilities, public utility districts, and rural electric cooperatives.
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We assume that regulated green pricing programs will only exist in utility service territories not subject to
retail competition. In these still-regulated service territories, for the high-growth scenario we assume that
10% of residential load will have incremental access to a green pricing option in 2001, and that this will
increase by 5% each year until 60% of residential load has access to a green pricing option in 2011 (or
55% in 2010, as shown in Table 2).  For the low-growth scenario, we assume that 5% of residential load
in the still-regulated service territories will have incremental access to a green pricing program in 2001,
and that this will grow in increments of 2.5% annually until it plateaus at 30% in 2011 (or 27.5% in 2010,
as shown in Table 2).

These assumptions reflect a belief that utilities will continue to announce new green pricing programs.
This might be because the utility sees competition coming and decides to gain some experience offering a
differentiated product, tries to capture a share of the market before customers choose an alternative
provider, or sees the positive public relations that other nearby utilities are receiving for offering a green
power option. Or it could simply be the case that in the future, an increasing number of states will require
regulated utilities to offer green pricing options.34

Regulated Residential Green Power Penetration Rates.  As reported earlier, energy-tariff based green
pricing options have achieved residential penetration rates from just above zero to as much as 7.3%, with
a median penetration of 0.8%. Some of these programs have been operating for a short time only, while
others have been offered for several years.

In the high-growth scenario, we assume that a newly introduced program will achieve a residential market
penetration of 0.75% in year one and increment by 0.75% in each year thereafter until it plateaus at 7.5%
in year 10 (or equivalently, an existing program will add 0.75% annually until it reaches 7.5%).
Accordingly, by year 10 of operation, on average, utility programs will achieve residential market
penetration rates equivalent to the most successful program to date. A combination of increased
marketing presence by utilities, enhanced customer education, and a reduction in the premium spread
between the cost of renewable and competing generation technologies would likely be needed to reach
this level in practice. To reflect a more modest growth scenario, in the low-growth case we assume that
green pricing programs achieve 0.25% residential penetration in year 1 and increment by 0.25% in each
year thereafter until they plateau at 5% in year 20 — a much slower growth rate. Accordingly, through
our 10-year forecast period, residential penetration rates of 2.5% are achieved in this scenario.

Regulated Non-Residential Green Power Penetration Rates.  In programs where they have been
targeted, non-residential customers (businesses, non-profit organizations and government institutions)
have represented a significant share of green power sales. We estimate that in 2000, sales to these non-
residential customers accounted for approximately 20% of residential green power sales in several (but
not all) states where green pricing was available. We further expect that sales to non-residential customers
will spread as utilities recognize the contribution that these customers can make to green power demand.

In our model, non-residential green power demand is represented as a percentage increment to residential
green power demand. To reflect our expectations described previously, in the high-growth scenario we
assume a flat 25% for non-residential sales as a percentage of residential green power sales. In the low-
growth case, we assume a flat 10%. States with programs that already exceed these assumptions,
however, are assumed to remain at their year 2000 levels. While the reader might question our assumption
that non-residential demand remains at a constant percentage of residential demand, without more
experience in this market, we were unable to identify a compelling reason to make any other assumption.
Also note that because our non-residential penetration assumption is constructed as a percentage of

                                                          
34 During 2001, four states (Iowa, Minnesota, Montana and Washington) enacted laws requiring utilities to

offer green pricing.
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residential penetration, holding non-residential penetration constant over time equates to increasing
amounts of non-residential load as long as residential penetration is increasing.

Regulated Total Renewable Content.  The total renewable content variable represents the percent of
total electricity sales to a residential customer that is derived from renewable sources. Logically, the
renewable energy content in a green power product may vary based on the way regulated green pricing
programs are designed.

• For programs offering blocks of capacity (solar electric programs) and contribution programs that for
the most part support the development of solar projects, experience shows that only about 1% of the
total electricity paid for by a participating residential customer is renewable.

• On the other hand, programs designed as energy tariffs may offer either 100% renewable energy or
may offer blocks of renewable energy (most often 100 kilowatt-hours), with customers choosing how
many blocks to buy.  Experience shows that most customers buy more than one block, with the result
that roughly 30% (on average) of the electricity purchased by a green pricing customer is generated
from renewable sources.

• In states where combinations of these programs are offered, we estimate that the average percentage
renewable content ranges from 2% to 15%, depending on the types of programs offered and the size
of the utilities involved.

There is a pronounced trend towards energy tariffs, however, and we expect this to drive up the
percentage of renewable energy in the resource mix in the future. In the high-growth scenario, we
therefore assume that 30% of electricity sold to residential green pricing customers will come from
renewable sources in 2001-2002. This increases to 35% in 2003-2004, and 40% in 2005, after which it
remains constant. In the low-growth scenario, we assume that renewable energy content will be 20% of
green pricing sales to participating residential customers, remaining flat throughout the projection period.

Regulated “New” Renewable Content.  Existing renewable power plants may already be generating and
selling their output into the electric grid. It may therefore be argued that building green power demand for
these plants creates no new, incremental environmental improvement.35 The generation of renewable
electricity from new facilities, however, will generally contribute incremental environmental benefits by
displacing fossil fuel-fired power plants on the margin. Accordingly, the percent of “new” renewable
electricity in a green power offer may be meaningful environmentally, where “new” is simply defined as
a facility constructed for the purpose of serving consumer demand for green power.

Currently, nearly all regulated green pricing programs provide electricity from renewable power
generators recently constructed for that purpose. As a result, we assume that all renewable energy
supported by regulated green pricing programs is “new” over the entire forecast period for both the low-
and high-growth scenarios. As will be shown shortly, this variable becomes more important in
restructured markets where competitive green power products generally have much lower “new”
renewable content.

Regulated “Existing” Renewable Content.  With 100% of the renewable power serving regulated green
pricing programs coming from “new” renewable generators, the amount of “existing” renewable power in
these products is assumed to be 0% under both scenarios.

                                                          
35 We note that this may not always be the case.  An existing renewable generator may be available but not

generating, or may be underutilized because of unfavorable economic and market conditions. If green power
demand creates an incentive to start-up or increase output from such a plant, incremental environmental
improvement could legitimately be claimed.
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Restructured Markets

Inception Date of Retail Competition.  The inception date of retail competition dictates the time at
which green power access in restructured markets may begin. For a number of states, restructuring
legislation is available to help form our model assumptions; approximately 20 states have named a date
for customer choice to begin (and a number of these states are already open), although in some cases the
exact date is open to interpretation. In the high-growth scenario, then, we assume that states that have
enacted restructuring legislation to open their retail markets do so on the date specified in the legislation
(or any later revision thereof). In the low-growth scenario, on the other hand, we assume that restructuring
is delayed, and we push these dates back by 2 years.

Since electricity restructuring legislation frequently applies only to the IOUs, we assume that only IOU
load receives direct access on the indicated restructuring dates. So far at least, few public utilities in
restructured states have chosen to open their territories to retail competition. As restructuring proceeds,
however, public utilities may decide to compete for customers outside of their home territories and in turn
allow competitors in. To allow for this possibility, our model gradually phases in retail competition for
public utility load beginning in the third year of restructuring (i.e., the third year that IOU load in a
particular state has access to open retail markets) as follows: in the high-growth scenario, 2.5% of public
utility load opens to competition in the third year of restructuring, increasing to 20% by the tenth year;
while in the low-growth scenario, 0.5% of public utility load opens to retail competition in the third year
of restructuring, increasing to 4% by the tenth year. In other words, in both our high- and low-growth
cases there will always be a sizable portion of public utility load that does not open to retail competition.

Several states have recently delayed their electricity restructuring deadlines, in part as a response to the
California electricity crisis. Those delays that were finalized as of June 2001 are included in our
assumptions for both the low- and high-growth scenarios. It could easily by argued, however, that fallout
from the current crisis will impede retail choice even more than estimated in our low-growth assumptions.
To accommodate this view, we designed sensitivity cases that involve dramatic reductions in restructuring
activity (see Chapter 5).

While more than 20 states have enacted restructuring legislation and are therefore treated as described
above, the remainder have not. For these markets, we assume that January 1, 2004 is the earliest date that
customer choice for IOU load could conceivably begin. We further assign each of the nine census regions
either “fast track” or “slow track” status, depending upon our assessment of how quickly states in those
regions might open their retail markets to competition. Based on our assignment, 26 states are in slow-
track regions, and only three — Vermont, Indiana, and Wisconsin — are considered to be on a fast track
to restructuring. Next we developed assumptions for the speed of assumed restructuring in the “fast track”
and “slow track” regions, for both the high- and low-growth scenarios:

• In our high-growth scenario, 50% of the IOU load in “fast track” regions will open for competition in
2004, increasing to 100% in 2005, and 20% of IOU load in “slow track” regions will open in 2004,
increasing by 20% each year until all markets are open in 2008. We note that this is clearly an
aggressive electricity restructuring case and an argument could be made that such aggressive
implementation of retail reform is now unlikely.

• In our low-growth scenario, 25% of the IOU load in “fast track” regions will open for competition in
2004, increasing in 25% increments to 100% in 2007, and 5% of IOU load in “slow track” regions
will open in 2004, increasing by 2.5% each year until reaching 20% in 2010. In other words, in our
low-growth scenario, 80% of the load in “slow track” regions, in which states do not already have
plans to restructure their markets, will remain regulated during our forecast period.

Since the future of retail competition in California is highly uncertain, we treat California separately from
other states. Specifically, in the high-growth scenario, we freeze the current (i.e., as of mid-2001) level of
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green power demand in California through 2003, and then increment national assumptions according to
the “fast track” restructuring timetable. In the low-growth scenario, we retain the current level of demand
for 2001, but drop it to zero in 2002 and 2003, and then start from scratch with national assumptions in
2004 according to the “slow-track” restructuring timetable.

As already discussed in Text Box 1, all inroads made by green power in regulated markets are preserved
when switching to competitive markets. While it is possible that some markets could experience a loss of
green power sales, we believe this would be only temporary; markets in which customers have become
aware of and educated about green power through regulated green pricing programs will likely be
attractive markets for competitive green power providers.

Percent of Residential Load with Access to a Competitive Green Power Product.  In most states
already open to competition, 100% of IOU load also has access to at least one green power product. We
assume that this trend continues (and will apply to public utilities as they open), and freeze this variable at
100% for both the high- and low-growth scenarios.

Competitive Residential Green Power Penetration Rates.  As of the end of 2000, the only two markets
with appreciable green power penetration were California, which we estimate at 1.9% of residential load,
and Pennsylvania, which we estimate at 1.6% of residential load.36 In all other states currently open to
retail competition, there has been modest switching overall and growing, but still limited, green power
choices. As of 2000, our model assumes that these other states have not yet seen customer switching to
green power products.

On a going-forward basis, our high-growth scenario assumptions start at a 1% residential green power
penetration rate in year 1 and increase in 1% increments until reaching 10% in the tenth year after a state
opens its markets to retail competition. This assumption is more aggressive than our high-growth scenario
assumption for residential penetration in regulated markets (7.5% residential penetration by year 10),
reflecting a belief that open retail markets will be accompanied by more aggressive marketing than will
exist in still-regulated markets. More broadly, however, this high-growth assumption is clearly an
aggressive one when looked at from the perspective of current experience with green power marketing
and when viewed in the context of the other industry case studies presented in Chapter 3. A combination
of customer education, increased marketing exposure, and a reduction in the premium spread between the
cost of renewable and competing generation technologies would likely be necessary to hit these
aggressive targets.

To reflect a much a more modest pace of growth, our low-growth assumptions start at 0.25% residential
green power penetration in year 1 and increase in 0.25% increments until reaching 2.5% 10 years after a
state opens its markets. This assumption is the same as that described earlier for regulated markets in the
low-growth scenario.

Competitive Non-Residential Green Power Penetration Rates.  In several existing markets, non-
residential sales of green power constitute a significant share of total green power sales. In California, as
of late 2000, non-residential green power sales essentially equaled residential sales, while in
Pennsylvania, non-residential sales are about 20% of residential.

As with the regulated markets, non-residential green power demand in competitive markets is represented
as a percentage increment to residential green power demand. Consistent with our assumptions in
regulated markets, we assume that non-residential green power sales hold steady at 25% of residential
sales in the high-growth scenario, and at 10% of residential sales in the low-growth scenario.
                                                          

36 We note that, more recently, the green power market in California has become a casualty of the state’s
electricity crisis culminating in a September 2001 regulatory order that suspended direct access for all customers not
already receiving power from an alternative provider.
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Competitive Total Renewable Content.  Green power products may vary in quality. One measure of
quality is the percentage of the product that is generated by renewable energy sources. In California, we
estimate this percentage to be 100% in 2000, again because of customer incentives that reward kilowatt-
hour sales of eligible renewable energy. In Pennsylvania, where perhaps three quarters of residential
green power customers have chosen a 1% renewable energy product, we estimate the average renewable
content to be 19.5%. We did not attempt to gauge the average renewable content of green products in
other states because they have not yet penetrated the market to any significant extent. Going forward, we
believe that the average percentage of renewable energy contained in green power products will be
influenced by several factors, including Green-e certification criteria that require a minimum of 50%
eligible renewables, increased availability and declining costs of renewable energy, and a desire by
marketers to improve and differentiate their green power products.

To reflect these going-forward assumptions, our high-growth scenario assumes that the average
renewable energy content will begin at 32% in year 1of restructuring, increase to 35% in year 2, to 40%
in year 3, and then increment by 2.5% in each successive year until it reaches an average of 60% in year
11 (or 57.5% in year 10, as shown in Table 2). In our low-growth scenario, average renewable energy
content starts at 21% in year 1 and increases linearly in increments of roughly 1.5% until reaching 35% in
year 10.

Competitive “New” Renewable Content.  As noted earlier, a second measure of product quality is the
percentage of the product that is generated from “new” renewable resources, where “new” is often
defined by states or by green power certifiers as generation from facilities built after electricity
restructuring commences. Unlike regulated green pricing programs, the new renewable energy content of
competitive electricity offerings has often been modest ― a fact that must be reflected in our model
assumptions. In particular, experience shows the average new renewable content in California to be 5% in
2000, while Pennsylvania works out to about 2% in the same year. We assume that other states start with
a blank slate.

Despite modest beginnings, we expect competitive products to increasingly use new renewable energy
sources over time as the green market matures. Our high-growth scenario assumes that newly competitive
markets start at 2% in year 1, increase to 5% in year 2, 10% in year 3, and then increment by 2.5%
annually until they reach 30% in year 11 (or, as shown in Table 2, 27.5% in year 10). While this path may
require that the cost of building new renewable generation continues to fall, it is nevertheless slightly less
ambitious than proposed Green-e standards for new renewable content.37 This reflects the fact that, on
average, not all green power products will meet Green-e certification standards, and few will exceed
them. Our low-growth scenario assumes that competitive green power products start with 1% new
renewables and then grow linearly in increments of about 1.5% per year until reaching 15% in year 10, a
far less aggressive pace for improvements in product content.

Competitive “Existing” Renewable Content.  Competitive existing renewable content is the percentage
of the total green power product that is generated by renewable energy facilities already in operation at
the time that restructuring occurred. The two components, new and existing renewables, sum to the
assumed total renewable content. On average, Pennsylvania green power products contained roughly
17.5% existing renewables in 2000, and California products contained roughly 95% existing renewables.

For all states, our high-growth scenario assumes that existing renewable content remains at 30% in each
year of the projection, meaning that total renewable product content grows only as new renewables are
added to the mix.  Similarly, our low-growth scenario assumes a constant 20%.

                                                          
37 Green-e standards contain a goal for 5% new renewable content in year 2, growing by 5% per year until

reaching 25% in year 6.
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CHAPTER 5

Forecasting the Growth of Green Power Demand:
Model Results

In this chapter, we report the modeling results and in so doing help bound the possible impacts of green
power demand over our 10-year forecast period. We begin in Section 5.1 by describing the aggregate
impacts of the high- and low-growth scenarios on new and existing renewable energy capacity. The
environmental improvements that could result from these impacts are highlighted in Section 5.2, and a
breakdown of the results by region is provided in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 disaggregates the results from
our two scenario runs by restructured and regulated markets. Finally, Section 5.5 presents several model
runs that were developed to explore the sensitivities of the model to various input assumptions and to
examine some of the most important factors that will affect the role and impact of green power demand
on renewable energy supply. A particular emphasis is placed on analyzing the possible influence of a
slowdown in the pace of electricity reform.

The reader should note that many of the results are presented in units of average megawatts (aMW).
While model output comes in the form of megawatt-hours, we have translated that data into aMW to
facilitate understanding of the data. An aMW is defined as a MW of capacity that operates continuously,
or has a capacity factor of 100%. Because renewables tend to have different operating characteristics and
thus capacity factors, the use of aMW allows us to represent the contribution from renewables in a generic
fashion. As an example, 1,000 aMW is equivalent to 3,333 MW of nameplate wind power capacity
operating at a 30% capacity factor or 1,250 MW of nameplate geothermal capacity operating at an 80%
capacity factor.

5.1 Aggregate Impacts of Green Power Demand

While recognizing that any market forecast beyond even a few years is subject to considerable
uncertainty, given the assumptions presented in the previous chapter, our model projects that the amount
of total renewable generation capacity supported by green power marketing could range from 905 aMW
in our low-growth case to as much as 6,971 aMW in our high-growth scenario by 2010 (see Figure 12).
This seven-fold difference reflects the high degree of uncertainty around the future development of green
power markets.
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Figure 12.  Total Renewables Capacity, High- and Low-Growth Scenarios (aMW)

The difference between our low- and high-growth scenarios is a direct result of several key model input
assumptions:

• In regulated markets, consumer access to green power options in the low-growth case is half of what
it is in the high-growth case.

• Residential market penetration varies by a factor of three or four (depending on whether the market is
regulated or restructured) between the low- and high-growth scenarios.

• Non-residential demand as a percentage of residential demand varies by 2.5 times (10% vs. 25%)
between the low- and high-growth scenarios.

• The new renewable energy content of green power products varies by a factor of two between the
low- and high-growth cases.

Of course, not all of this capacity represents new renewable energy development. Table 4 divides the total
amount of renewable capacity supported by green power demand in 2010 into “existing” and “new”
capacity. Broadly speaking, “existing” capacity is defined as renewable capacity that was operating prior
to the inception of green power markets, but that is subsequently sold within a green power product.
“New” renewable capacity is that which has come on line since the inception of these markets and that is
sold as green power to end-use customers. Because new renewable generation provides clearer
incremental environmental benefits, the distinction between new and existing renewable capacity is
important.

Table 4.  Estimates of Renewables Development to Serve Green Power Markets (2010)

Renewable Capacity Type Low-Growth (aMW) High-Growth (aMW)
Existing Capacity 309 3,082
New Capacity 596 3,890
Total Capacity 905 6,971

To put these numbers into perspective, there are approximately 9,100 aMW of existing non-hydro
renewables capacity in the United States today. Under the low-growth scenario, only 3% of this existing
capacity is used to supply competitive green power products by 2010 (309 aMW), while under our high-
growth scenario this utilization rate jumps to 34% (3,082 aMW). Meanwhile, the amount of new
renewable generating capacity added to serve green power markets increases the total amount of non-
hydro renewables capacity in the United States (i.e., 9,100 aMW) by about 7% under our low-growth
scenario (596 aMW), and by about 43% under our high-growth scenario (3,890 aMW) by 2010. In both
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the low- and high-growth scenarios, by 2010 green power demand supports more new renewable
generating capacity than it does existing renewable capacity.

Qualitatively, the relative amounts of new and existing renewables supported by the market is a reflection
of several assumptions:

• In regulated markets, green power demand is generally met with products made up of 100% new
renewables.

• In restructured markets, the percentage of new renewables in green power products increases
gradually (to 15% in the low-growth case and to 27.5% in the high-growth case) because of
certification activities and a desire by green power marketers to improve their products by including
increasing amounts of new resources.

• The new renewables that are developed for regulated green pricing programs are “captured” by
restructured markets when those markets open to retail choice.

5.2 Environmental Improvement
Because green power demand should reduce the environmental footprint of the electric power industry
through the displacement of fossil-fueled generation, we also forecast avoided air pollutant emissions
under our low- and high-growth scenarios.

For each state, we calculated the annual emissions reductions of NOx, SO2, and carbon using average
fossil fuel emissions rates38 contained in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s E-GRID database
for 1998.39 We assumed that only new renewable generation would create incremental environmental
improvement through emissions avoidance, and therefore excluded any possible incremental benefits
associated with the support of existing generation. Instead, we simply assumed that these existing sources
would have continued to operate in the absence of a green power market. We further assumed that
renewable energy generation emits no pollutants itself.40  Because several of these assumptions are
intended to simplify our analysis ― perhaps at the expense of accuracy ― we offer our results below only
as indicative of the possible impacts of green power demand on emissions reductions. We also note that,
while we report emissions avoidance results for SO2, NOx, and carbon, because of national “cap and
trade” policies for SO2 and regional policies for NOx, new renewable energy development may not
directly reduce these emissions unless the resulting emissions allowances are retired.

With these caveats in mind, the results of our environmental analysis are displayed in Figures 13–15 for
both the low- and high-growth scenarios. As shown, avoided emissions in 2010 range from roughly
10,000 to 70,000 metric tons for NOx, 20,000 to 160,000 metric tons for SO2, and 1.2 million to 8.2
million metric tons of carbon equivalent for CO2. To put the carbon reduction estimates into perspective,
by 2010 the United States would need to cut roughly 300 million metric tons of carbon from current (year
2000) emissions levels in order to reach its original commitment under the Kyoto Protocol; the carbon
emissions reductions attained in our low- and high-growth scenarios represent 0.4% to 2.7% of this
amount, respectively.
                                                          

38 We use average emissions instead of marginal emissions because of the lack of data on marginal
emissions reductions, i.e., the emissions from the specific plants most likely to be displaced by green power
generation.

39 See www.epa.gov/airmarkets/egrid.
40 This assumption is, of course, contestable. Generation from landfill gas may in fact be doubly beneficial

(i.e., have a negative emissions profile) as it not only offsets emissions from fossil-fuel generation, but it may also
reduce damaging methane emissions. The combustion of biomass, on the other hand, may result in net carbon
emissions if the feedstock is not obtained in a sustainable manner. Net emissions of other pollutants are also
possible.
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Figure 13.  Annual NOx Emissions Avoided (metric tons)

Figure 14.  Annual SO2 Emissions Avoided (metric tons)

Figure 15.  Annual Carbon Emissions Avoided (million metric tons carbon equivalent)
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5.3 Regional Results

Because green power demand and generation emissions profiles differ by region, here we disaggregate
the model results by census region as defined in Text Box 2.

Text Box 2.  Regions of Analysis

Figure 16 shows the regional breakout of total renewable energy capacity supported by green power
demand for the high-growth scenario in 2010. The largest shares of renewables capacity occur in the
South Atlantic (21%), East North Central (17%), and West South Central (15%) regions, followed by the
Middle Atlantic (13%) and Pacific (11%) regions. Although not shown, regional attribution of new
renewables capacity follows a similar but not identical pattern, with the South Atlantic (20%), East North
Central (16%), and West South Central (14%) again the leading regions. Likewise, regional breakdowns
of total and new renewable capacity under the low-growth scenario are quite similar to those shown here.

Figure 16.  Regional Contribution to Total Renewable Capacity, High-Growth Scenario, 2010

New England: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

Middle Atlantic: New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania

East North Central: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin

West North Central: Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota

South Atlantic: Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia

East South Central: Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee
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5.4 Impacts of Restructured and Regulated Markets

We were careful in our modeling approach to separate the green power market into two sub-markets:
regulated green pricing programs and competitive green power products.  Table 5 summarizes the results
of our low- and high-growth scenarios in total aMW of renewables supported in 2010, broken down by
these sub-markets.

Table 5.  Estimates of Renewables Development to Serve Green Power Markets by Market Type
(2010)

Sub-Market Type Low-Growth (aMW) High-Growth (aMW)
Restructured Markets 543 5,945
Regulated Markets 362 1,026
TOTAL 905 6,971

As shown, the impacts of green power demand on renewable energy supply is, by 2010, derived largely
from restructured markets, especially in the high-growth scenario. Under the high-growth scenario, 85%
of the renewables supported comes from restructured markets. Even in the low-growth scenario where
access to competitive markets grows slowly, however, 60% of total renewables demand still comes from
restructured markets.

This outcome results from two primary model input assumptions. First, in both the high- and low-growth
scenarios, restructured markets are much larger than regulated markets ― even now, for example, 24% of
U. S. residential load is already in restructured markets. Moreover, green power demand gained initially
through regulated markets is assumed to transfer to restructured markets as those markets open. Second,
we have assumed that restructured markets are modestly more effective than regulated markets in
achieving residential green power market penetration. In our high-growth case, for example, residential
market penetration was assumed to reach 10% in restructured markets by the tenth year of competition
(though not all restructured markets will reach year 10 by 2010) while market penetration in regulated
markets was assumed to reach 7.5% in 2010.

These effects can be further dissected into support for new and existing renewable energy generation over
the 10-year forecast period. Figure 17, for example, shows that in the high-growth case, while regulated
markets account for a greater amount of new renewable capacity development in the early years,
restructured markets end up contributing more new capacity by the end of the forecast period. This
outcome occurs because, by 2010, more states are assumed to be restructured than not and, as previously
regulated states restructure, the new renewables that had been developed in regulated markets are
thereafter attributed to restructured markets.41  Furthermore, the amount of new renewable energy in
competitive green power products is assumed to increase from its initial low base over this period. Note
that, as shown in the figure, restructured markets provide all of the support for existing renewable projects
― a result of our assumption that regulated utility products contain only new renewables content.

                                                          
41 The dip in the regulated line and the simultaneous jump in the restructured line from 2007 to 2008 is

reflective of a re-attribution of new renewable capacity from regulated green pricing programs located in “slow
track” states to competitive markets when slow track states fully open to competition in 2008.
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Figure 17.  Renewables Capacity by Market Type, High-Growth Scenario (aMW)

Figure 18 shows the same information for the low-growth case. Regulated green power demand under this
scenario provides the majority of support for new renewables throughout the 10-year forecast period. This
outcome results from the slower rate of electricity restructuring under this scenario, and the greater
amount of new renewable content in regulated green pricing products (the dip in competitive market
demand for existing renewables in 2002 reflects our low-growth assumption that California’s current
level of market penetration ― served primarily by existing renewables ― will fall to zero in 2002
because of the suspension of retail choice in the state).

Figure 18.  Renewables Capacity by Market Type, Low-Growth Scenario (aMW)
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5.5 Model Sensitivities
The wide difference shown between our low- and high-growth scenarios is illustrative of the high degree
of uncertainty underlying the future growth and maturation of the green power market.

To better understand the factors that underlie this uncertainty and to explore the impacts of various model
assumptions on model output, here we report the results of several sensitivity cases. In addition to serving
a useful modeling purpose, these sensitivity results are helpful in identifying some of the important
factors that will affect the role and impact of green power demand on renewable energy supply over time.

In particular, we explore the impacts of changes to the following assumptions:

• green power product content,
• green power penetration rates, and
• the pace of restructuring and green power access (as potentially affected by California’s electricity

crisis).

The results of each of these sensitivity cases are described in turn below.42

Green Power Product Content

To examine the sensitivity of our model to assumptions about product content (i.e., the percentage of
existing, new, and total renewables in the average green power product), we simply substituted our low-
growth product content assumptions into the high-growth model run, and vice versa.43 The heavy dashed
line in Figure 19 represents the effect of substituting low-growth product content assumptions into the
high-growth model run, while the light dashed line shows the effect of substituting high-growth product
content assumptions into the low-growth model run. As shown, changes in product content assumptions
have a significant impact on our forecast of total renewable energy capacity supported by green power
demand.

Figure 19.  Sensitivity Case: Green Power Product Content (total capacity, aMW)
                                                          

42 Although we test the sensitivity of the model to each of these variables independently, we note that the
variables are not necessarily independent. For example, it is plausible that improved product content could lead to
higher market penetration rates.

43 Recall that by 2010, our low-growth scenario assumes 20% renewable content (all new) for regulated
markets and 35% renewable content (15% new, 20% existing) for restructured markets, while our high-growth
scenario assumes 40% (all new) and 57.5% (27.5% new, 30% existing) renewable content for these two markets,
respectively.
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Green Power Penetration Rates

We tested sensitivity to green power penetration rates (both residential and non-residential in both
regulated and restructured markets) in an identical fashion,44 and Figure 20 reports the results in the same
format as above. As shown, substituting low-growth green power penetration rate assumptions into the
high-growth model run results in a dramatic decrease (-72%, or 5,040 aMW) in total renewables capacity
supported by the green market in 2010. Similarly, a scenario in which high-growth green power
penetration rates appear in an otherwise low-growth model run results in a 261% increase (or 2,359
aMW) in total renewables capacity relative to the standard low-growth scenario. Clearly, changes in green
power penetration rates have a substantial influence on our modeling results and explain a sizable portion
of the difference between our low- and high-growth scenarios.

Figure 20.  Sensitivity Case: Green Power Penetration Rates (total capacity, aMW)

Restructuring Regrets

As a result of the power crisis in California, a number of states are considering delaying or even reversing
earlier electricity restructuring decisions. To examine the potential impact of California’s electricity crisis
on green power demand nationwide, we constructed a “restructuring regrets” scenario intended to
represent a rethinking of the move towards retail competition. In this scenario, we assume (1) that any
state that has not already opened for retail access will not do so during our 10-year forecast period, with
the exception of Texas, which is assumed to open on schedule; and (2) that no publicly owned utility in a
state that has already restructured will offer its customers retail access.

As shown in Figure 21, the impact of this scenario is surprisingly limited: “restructuring regrets” reduces
total renewables capacity in 2010 by only 23% from the high-growth scenario, while almost
imperceptibly impacting the low-growth scenario, which already contains a 2-year restructuring delay as
well as an assumed slow growth in access to competitive markets. This limited sensitivity to changes in
the pace of electricity reform is caused by a particular modeling feature: reducing access to competitive
markets simply leaves more load eligible for regulated green pricing programs. Consequently, capacity
from regulated markets increases under this scenario, while capacity from competitive markets declines

                                                          
44 Recall that by 2010, our low-growth scenario assumes 2.5% residential market penetration for both

regulated and restructured markets, while our high-growth scenario assumes 7.5% market penetration for regulated
markets and 10% for restructured markets. Also, we hold non-residential penetration constant at 10% of residential
penetration in the low-growth scenario and 25% of residential penetration in the high-growth scenario for both
regulated and restructured markets.
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as expected, with the net effect being a moderate decline in overall capacity compared to the high-growth
scenario.

Figure 21.  Sensitivity Case: Restructuring Regrets (total capacity, aMW)

Though not shown graphically here (but reflected later in Figure 24), this “restructuring regrets” scenario
actually increases the amount of new renewable generation supported by green power demand. This is
because load previously slated for retail choice is now given the opportunity to select a regulated green
pricing product with a higher proportion of new renewable electricity than those products assumed to be
offered in competitive markets.

Restructuring Meltdown

The foregoing “restructuring regrets” scenario presumes that all load denied access to competitive
markets because of restructuring delays will gain access to regulated green pricing programs at a pace
dictated by our low- and high-growth assumptions. Because this assumption is highly debatable, the
“restructuring meltdown” scenario goes one step further and assumes that, in addition to the
“restructuring regrets” assumptions described in the last section:

• retail access to green power products in states that have already restructured is cut in half (that is,
the availability of green power products in states such as Pennsylvania is halved because those
markets become unattractive, or even revert to a quasi- or un-restructured condition as has
California); and

• growth in the availability of green pricing programs in regulated markets is also cut in half (e.g.,
incentives to develop regulated green pricing programs fade as the threat of electricity
restructuring recedes).

As shown in Figure 22, the “restructuring meltdown” scenario has much more dire consequences than the
“restructuring regrets” scenario. Total renewables capacity in 2010 declines by 50% from the high-growth
scenario ― more than twice the 23% decline seen in “restructuring regrets.” Likewise, the effect on the
low-growth scenario, while still moderate, is distinguishable.
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Figure 22.  Sensitivity Case: Restructuring Meltdown (total capacity, aMW)

Summary of Sensitivity Cases

Figures 23 and 24 summarize the results of all four sensitivity cases in terms of total and new renewables
capacity supported by green power demand in 2010, respectively. For comparison purposes, the dashed
horizontal lines represent the capacity resulting from our low- and high-growth scenarios.

Figure 23.  Total Renewables Capacity Resulting from Sensitivity Cases in 2010 (aMW)
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Figure 24.  New Renewables Capacity Resulting from Sensitivity Cases in 2010 (aMW)

As illustrated here and described earlier, changes in our market penetration assumptions clearly have the
largest impact on our modeling results for both total and new renewable capacity. Green power demand
as forecast in our model is also quite sensitive to changes in product content assumptions. Interestingly,
the model is least sensitive to changes in our assumptions about the pace of electricity reform, as
demonstrated by the “restructuring regrets” scenario; this is particularly the case when one looks to the
impacts of this scenario on new renewable generation. However, the “restructuring meltdown” scenario,
which, in addition to halting the trend towards further restructuring, also cuts access to green power in
half, results in a more severe impact, reducing our high-growth outcome by half. This result highlights
one important aspect of possible delays or discontinuation of competitive retail choice: without continued
development and marketing of regulated green pricing programs in the face of increased uncertainty about
the pace of electricity reform, progress on bringing green power choices to consumers and expanding
demand for renewable generation could be severely retarded.
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CHAPTER 6

Market Development Issues: A Qualitative Discussion
of the Drivers for Green Power Growth

The results from our high- and low-growth scenarios and sensitivity cases dramatically illustrate the
pervasive uncertainties facing the green power market.  The development path that the green power
market follows will clearly depend on a host of factors.

The information gleaned from our case studies of other industries suggests that competition in newly
deregulated markets will generally take some time to develop. And markets for green products, in
particular, are often characterized by slow but steady growth, except where consumers have become
especially concerned about the negative health or environmental aspects of conventional alternatives.
These findings suggest that unless a compelling case is made for green power, it is likely that green power
market development will mimic that of many other green products: slow and restrained growth with
market penetration unlikely to exceed 5% or 10% of residential customers after a 10-year period. At this
level of penetration, support for renewable energy will not be negligible, but neither will green power
demand spur substantial quantities of new renewable generation over the next 10 years.

It is also possible, however, that unique factors could come into play that would cause green power
markets to grow more rapidly, perhaps meeting the targets obtained in our high-growth scenario. In this
case, green power demand would stimulate a sizable and increasing amount of renewable generation over
time. Below, we describe qualitatively a number of the factors that may be important determinants of the
future growth pattern of green power markets. While this chapter discusses some issues not previously
described in earlier chapters, it selectively draws upon the modeling results and case studies from other
industries to highlight the importance of these issues.

6.1 Access to Aggressive Green Marketing Programs

Widespread access to aggressively marketed green power programs, whether in restructured or regulated
markets, is an essential ingredient to achieving the targets suggested by our high-growth green power
development scenario. Without green power access, customer response will be impossible. At present,
perhaps the single-largest barrier to achieving such widespread access is uncertainty surrounding the pace
and form of retail competition.

The Pace of Electricity Reform

More than 20 states have enacted legislation or adopted rulemakings to open retail power markets to
competition, and 11 states are already open to retail choice.45 After an initial flurry of legislative activity,
however, very few of the remaining states are today aggressively moving ahead with plans for retail
competition. In fact, the well-publicized problems impacting the California power market have caused a
number of states that have already passed legislation to reconsider their actions or otherwise delay
implementation. Whether and how electricity markets will open to retail competition has, consequently,
become highly uncertain, and future state actions to advance electricity restructuring any further may
                                                          

45 According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, the 11 states are California, Connecticut,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island.
See http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/chg_str/regmap.html.
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await Congressional action. The impacts of these events on the future growth and maturation of the green
power market could be severe.

The Strength of Utility Programs

Though our “restructuring regrets” scenario suggests that regulated green pricing programs could take up
the slack should the pace of restructuring slow, the premise behind these results is questionable. Given
that part of the impetus for regulated utilities to offer green pricing programs has been the threat of
competition, the higher risk “restructuring meltdown” scenario provides an alternative view of this
uncertain future, where regulated green pricing markets also shrink as restructuring fades. While four
states ― Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, and Washington ― have recently enacted legislation requiring all
utilities to offer green pricing programs, it is unclear whether sufficient incentives exist to stimulate the
aggressive marketing that is necessary to encourage significant demand response. Consequently, green
power market growth may be stunted by recent events unless successful utility programs were to multiply
in the place of competitive product offers.

Competitive Market Rules

Early experience in restructured electricity markets suggests that, even where retail competition proceeds,
the attractiveness of those markets to both competitive switching generally and to green power choice
specifically will depend on a host of regulatory rules and policies established by state legislatures and
regulatory commissions (Wiser 1999). Uncertainty in how these rules will be designed is reflected in our
modeling assumptions about green power penetration rates ― the single most important variable that
drives green power capacity development. In particular, to achieve the results of the high-growth
scenario, and perhaps even the low-growth scenario, market rules that encourage retail competition will
be necessary.

Though increased wholesale power prices have recently had dramatic effects in California and more
limited impacts in Pennsylvania, it is in these two states that the most vibrant retail markets have
developed, but for markedly different reasons. In Pennsylvania, market rules were initially established to
encourage retail market development and customer switching. A key factor in this development has been
the establishment of a “shopping credit” or “price to compare” for retail customers that was set high
enough to allow competitive suppliers to offer lower-priced product options. In the case of green power,
this has allowed green power purveyors to match the default price or charge a lower premium.
Pennsylvania’s more recent experimentation with auctioning off large blocks of “default service”
customers to competitive providers may further create limited green market opportunities.46

While no similar path was followed to encourage retail competition in California, the shear size of the
retail market, along with more readily accessible renewable power sources and the availability of sizable
incentives for renewable energy development and purchases, encouraged a number of marketers to sell
green power. Largely because of a state-sponsored customer rebate, virtually all residential customers that
switched suppliers, and many commercial customers, were receiving green power. More recently,
however, market uncertainties caused by the state’s precarious power situation has led many retail power
marketers, including green power marketers, to exit the California market and return customers to their
default utility providers from which they no longer receive green power.

In New England, meanwhile, where retail power markets have been open for more than 3 years in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, low-priced “default” service and the absence of incentives has limited
the ability of alternative providers to offer competitively priced products. And in New Jersey, a “wet

                                                          
46 For example, Green Mountain Energy Company, a leading green power marketer, announced in early

2001 that it had been awarded 50,000 default service customers in PECO’s service territory.
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signature” law, designed to protect consumers from being switched to a new supplier without proper
consent, effectively delayed the development of a competitive retail market by prohibiting online
enrollment over the Internet.

Clearly, the majority of the newly competitive retail markets are off to slow starts. Even in the most
vigorous market, Pennsylvania, customer switching has only achieved 10% residential customer response.
The degree to which this pattern is replicated in other states will significantly impact the development of
green power markets.

6.2 Consumer Education and Assurance Mechanisms

Consumer Education

The industry case studies described earlier present a persuasive case that widespread customer education
is needed on the merits of exercising green product choices. Absent such education, and a recognition by
individual consumers that their actions are both necessary and make a difference, consumer response to
green product offers will generally remain limited. We view such education as an absolutely essential
endeavor if our high-growth green power scenario is to be achieved.

Electricity consumers are presently uninformed about how power is generated and the magnitude of the
environmental impacts caused by that generation (Winneg, et al. 1998). And while many states have
provided for some type of consumer education as a component of their restructuring programs, the
educational messages do not usually address generation resource types and their relative environmental
impacts, nor do they highlight green power as a customer option.

Nevertheless, the consumer education campaign run by the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission in
particular has proven effective in promoting public awareness of customer choice.47 Once consumers
understand that choice is available and that service reliability will not suffer by switching suppliers, they
are frequently receptive to other messages, such as green power. However, if marketers must bear the
entire burden of educating customers about the virtues of green power, market development will clearly
be hindered. To reach the targets of our high-growth scenario, far more pervasive education and
understanding of green power and its benefits will likely be necessary.

Information Disclosure

Related to consumer education is mandatory information disclosure of the environmental attributes of
green power and other forms of generation. One of the basic principles of efficient market operation is
that consumers have adequate information with which to make purchase decisions. In addition to
consumer education, some states have adopted provisions for uniform information disclosure, usually in
the form of product labels, to provide consumers with objective information on price and other important
attributes of electricity products and services, such as fuel mix and air emissions. Information disclosure
requirements also give green power marketers a mechanism with which to differentiate their products ―
from both system power mixes and other green power products ― based on their environmental
attributes.

Although as many as 20 states now require electricity suppliers to provide their customers with periodic
product disclosures or to include disclosure labels in their marketing literature, little information is
available on the impact of these requirements on retail power purchase decisions. Nonetheless, to the
                                                          

47 Customer awareness of customer choice in Pennsylvania is greater than 90%. See statistics from the
Pennsylvania Electric Choice Program at http://www.electrichoice.com/public/index.html.
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extent that information disclosure requirements help build customer awareness of the relative
environmental impacts of different electricity product choices, green power purchases should increase
over the long term.

Green Power Definitions and Certification

Green power marketing will only result in increased development of renewable energy sources if the
products being sold contain significant renewable energy content, and in particular new renewable energy
content. As shown through our model sensitivity analysis, product content variables can have a sizable
effect on the renewable energy supply engendered by green power demand. Experience also shows that
product quality is of particular concern in restructured markets.

Although there is no common legal or formally adopted definition of green power, the term is most often
used to indicate an electricity product differentiated by its superior environmental attributes and most
green power products contain a high percentage of renewable energy content. To assist customers in
identifying those products that meet minimum environmental standards, the Center for Resource
Solutions manages the Green-e renewable electricity certification program in restructured markets, and a
green pricing accreditation initiative for regulated markets. The existence of these and related rating and
certification programs (e.g., Renew 2000 in the Northwest and the Power Scorecard from Pace
University) may help shape the green power choices available to consumers and help consumers select
products that meet certain minimum standards. As such, these programs may play an important role in
building consumer-driven renewable energy markets.

6.3 Renewable Energy Premiums

Over the past year, sharp increases in natural gas and wholesale power prices nationwide, accompanied
by ongoing cost reductions in renewable technologies, have reduced the cost premium for renewable
power to its lowest level ever. In fact, in several recent instances throughout the West, wind power (aided
by the 1.7¢/kWh federal production tax credit) has been deemed the cheapest source of new generation
capacity. Even where renewables are not the cheapest resource, renewable technologies can play an
important role as a price hedge against rising future fuel or wholesale power costs. Regulated utilities and
competitive green power marketers can take advantage of this largely untapped value by offering fixed-
price electricity service to their retail customers. The realization of such “non-green” values, along with
even deeper reductions in renewable energy premiums (realized through some combination of lower
renewable energy costs, higher wholesale prices for conventional generation, or the continuation or
enhancement of renewable energy tax credits and financial incentives), may be necessary to ensure the
availability of highly credible and reasonably priced green power products, and therefore to deliver the
sizable customer demand necessary to achieve the high-growth scenario.

6.4 Emerging Opportunities to Increase Green Power Sales

Innovation in the types of green power products offered and the strategies used to reach out and attract
customers are also likely to influence the pace of market development. Here we discuss three emerging
opportunities to innovate in these areas: customer aggregation, large customer demand, and green
certificate trading.

Customer Aggregation

Customer inertia is a key barrier in the development of robust retail electricity markets. As described in
Holt and Bird (2001), one method of overcoming such inertia is to allow and encourage the development
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of “aggregators” that combine individual electricity buyers into larger customer buying pools that can
then negotiate more favorable service terms from suppliers. Aggregation may also reduce transaction
costs for the members of the buyers group. And from the electricity supplier’s perspective, aggregation
lowers marketing and customer acquisition costs, which can be a significant deterrent to green power
market development. States have taken different positions on aggregation, with some states encouraging
and others impeding the practice.

Aggregation may come in many forms, some of which hold more promise for green power than others.
Nonetheless, to date only a handful of aggregations have included green power.48 However, customer or
load aggregation is beginning to play an important role in the purchase of green power by consumer
cooperatives, faith-based organizations, Internet power providers, universities, communities, and
municipal, state, and federal governments. Effective aggregation mechanisms could help boost green
power demand by making it easier for customers to access the product.

Large Customer Demand

In areas where they have been specifically targeted, large non-residential customers have comprised a
significant portion of green power demand. Such customers are attractive for several reasons. First, they
often purchase large amounts of green power, translating into more cost-effective marketing. Second,
non-residential purchasers can be high-profile businesses or organizations that choose to publicize their
switch to renewables, providing positive earned media exposure for the chosen marketer or green pricing
program in particular, and for the green power market in general. Finally, marketers or utilities can
sometimes secure a longer-term commitment from non-residential customers than they can in the
residential sector, thereby reducing market risk. Working with the World Resources Institute and
Business for Social Responsibility, some of the largest corporations in the United States are currently
exploring ways to supply a portion of their electricity needs from green power.49

Green Certificates

A new and evolving mechanism for selling green power involves the separation of the environmental
attributes of renewable energy generation from the physical electricity product. The introduction of
tradable green certificates (or “green tags”) allows the green power attribute to be sold or traded
separately from the electricity commodity, thus obviating the need for a physical electrical contract path
between sellers and buyers.

Because a green certificate system removes locational and physical contractual considerations, both
suppliers and customers gain flexibility in the marketplace. Customers need not “switch” to an alternative
electricity provider to purchase green power and customers of still-regulated utilities gain the ability to
purchase green power where none may be offered by the host utility or where utility offerings are
considered inferior to a green certificate product.

                                                          
48 For example, Green Mountain Energy Company was selected by the Northeast Ohio Public Energy

Council (NOPEC), a buying group of nearly 100 Northeast Ohio communities formed under the state’s electricity
restructuring law, to supply power to more than 400,000 Ohio residents. In early 2001, Green Mountain Energy was
also selected to serve 50,000 “default” customers in Pennsylvania.  Though the product being sold in both instances
contains only a limited amount of renewable electricity, aggregation of this form holds the promise of including
additional renewables over time.

49 The Green Power Market Development Group ― consisting of Alcoa, Cargill Dow, Delphi Automotive
Systems, DuPont, General Motors, IBM, Interface, Johnson & Johnson, Kinko’s, and Pitney Bowes ― announced
in August 2000 its intention to develop corporate markets for 1,000 MW of new renewable capacity by the year
2010.
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Though significant consumer education and assurance mechanisms may be needed for this market to truly
thrive, green power certificates offer the potential to expand the market for renewable energy by
broadening the availability and scope of green power products to customers. Certificates may also result
in lower green power prices by reducing transmission charges and increasing competition among green
power providers. Only a handful of green certificate programs have been developed thus far in the United
States, but all indications suggest an increase in their prominence over time.

6.5 Relationship Between Green Power Markets and Public Policy

Although green power marketing represents a market-based approach to increasing the deployment of
renewable energy sources, the development of this market is often intertwined with policy initiatives or
other supporting actions. We acknowledge, therefore, that the renewable energy targets achieved by our
low- and high-growth scenarios for green power market development cannot be attributed solely to the
existence of customer-driven green power demand. There are at least two ways in which the relationship
between public policy measures and green markets will influence the rate and impact of green power
market growth.

First, one of the key hurdles that green power products must overcome in the marketplace is that
electricity from renewable energy sources is generally more expensive than the embedded cost of the
existing power system mix. Even beyond the more mundane market and regulatory rules described
earlier, public policy measures to directly and indirectly encourage renewable energy development may
therefore be essential to the long-term growth of this market.

• Direct forms of support might include customer incentives to purchase renewable energy, education
and marketing campaigns, grants to green power marketers and aggregators, and other related actions.
Several states have already begun to initiate these types of activities, and experience in California
shows that these programs can have a considerable influence on the pace of market development.
California experience also cautions that these policies should be designed in ways that stimulate the
creation of a sustainable market for green power sales (Bolinger, et al. 2001).

• Less direct forms of green power market support include programs aimed at lowering the cost of
renewable energy generation, which benefits green power purveyors indirectly by lowering the cost
of their wholesale power supply. Federal tax incentives, such as the production tax credit for wind
and closed-loop biomass, and state system-benefits charge support appear to be particularly effective.
Continuation of existing incentives and the creation of new programs may be necessary for our
aggressive, high-growth scenario for green power development to materialize.

Second, customer-driven green power demand will only have a measurable impact on renewable energy
supply if such demand is in addition to any supply-side obligations such as a renewables portfolio
standard. Such supply policies should incorporate the principle of additionality by requiring that the
obligation be met for every customer, not just those who are willing to purchase green power.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions

Customer-driven green power markets have been simultaneously hailed and condemned as a way of
supporting substantial amounts of renewable generation. Unfortunately, it is too early in the development
of these markets to make robust conclusions regarding the strength of customer demand for renewable
energy or the long-term effectiveness of green power marketing in supporting renewable energy
development. Nonetheless, through the use of well-documented scenarios and sensitivity analysis, we
have attempted to bound the possible impacts of green power demand through a 10-year forecast of
market growth, and have discussed some of the factors that will influence the ultimate development path
of green power markets. In developing these forecasts, we draw on green power market research, field
studies, and early market experience, along with case studies from other related industries and markets.
Though subject to limitations, our analysis finds that:

• The size of the green power market remains small today, but there is some evidence that sizable
growth prospects do exist.  As described in Chapter 2, roughly 40% of all U.S. households have
access to either a regulated or competitive green power product, but so far, on average, only about 1%
of those with access have actually chosen to support green power. This early experience is quite
modest relative to results from field studies that show penetration rates of 10% to 20%, and suggests
that with improved product content, marketing, and consumer awareness, there is significant potential
for future growth.

• Experience from other related industries shows that it takes time to build new markets, and that
slow and steady growth in the early years is the norm.  AT&T lost half of its market share not in
great leaps and bounds, but rather through gradual attrition of a few percent each year over 15 years.
Similarly, bottled water, socially responsible investing, and recycling have all achieved significant
market penetration over an extended time period often lasting 10 to 20 years from product launch.
Furthermore, the relative degree of success among these and other markets we examined is influenced
by a number of factors, including market or regulatory rules, transaction costs, response to a crisis,
consumer awareness, and support from environmental organizations.

• The results from our low-growth scenario are modest by almost any standard, while our high-
growth scenario is far more robust, reflecting the high degree of uncertainty in the pace and
ultimate potential for green power demand.  Under our low-growth scenario, our model forecasts
demand for 596 aMW of new renewable power by 2010, representing approximately 2,000 MW of
wind and solar capacity or 750 MW of geothermal and biomass capacity. Compared to the 16,500
MW of non-hydro renewable capacity on line today in the United States,50 this is a modest degree of
development. The high-growth scenario represents a far more aggressive case, and leads to the
support of 3,890 aMW of new renewable capacity, equivalent to roughly 13,000 MW of wind and
solar or 5,000 MW of geothermal and biomass generation. These high-growth results engender
optimism about the potential future impact of customer-driven demand for green power, and
underscore the importance of continuing to pursue the development of green power markets. At the
same time, however, a sizable wedge of more than 3,300 aMW of new renewables capacity divides
the two scenarios, reflecting the high degree of uncertainty in the scope and future growth of green
power and its impacts on the supply of renewable energy.

                                                          
50 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Renewable Energy Annual 2000, DOE/EIA-0603(2000),

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/solar.renewables/page/rea_data/rea_sum.html
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• By far the most sensitive variable in our modeling analysis is the rate of green power market
penetration.  The sensitivity analysis presented in Section 5.5 reveals that much of the approximately
6,000 aMW difference between our low- and high-growth scenarios in 2010 can be explained by our
assumptions about market penetration: substituting low-growth market penetration assumptions into
our high-growth model run reduces total renewable capacity serving green power markets in 2010 by
72% (or 5,040 aMW). Similarly, using high-growth market penetration assumptions in our low-
growth model run increases total renewables capacity in 2010 by 261%. The model is less sensitive to
green power product content, and is only moderately affected by variations in the pace of
restructuring (as illustrated by the “restructuring regrets” scenario). This results from our modeling
assumption that any household denied access to a competitive green power product is potentially
eligible (subject to our regulated market assumptions) to be served by a regulated green pricing
program. This is arguably a dubious assumption: without strong support and incentives for regulated
green pricing programs in the face of increased uncertainty about the pace of electricity reform, it
seems unlikely that regulated utilities would aggressively expand green pricing programs to markets
previously slated for retail choice. In fact, the threat of competition has been a driving force in the
creation of many utility green pricing programs; thus a rollback in restructuring could have
ramifications that extend beyond restructured markets, also affecting the availability of utility green
pricing programs. Our “restructuring meltdown” scenario demonstrates that such an outcome could
hinder the growth of green power.

• Aggressive implementation is needed to prevent the low-growth scenario from becoming reality.
Our high-growth scenario requires that restructuring proceed with little delay, that market rules in
restructured markets are conducive to competition, that consumer awareness and acceptance of green
power shows significant growth, and that the premium spread between the cost of renewable and
competing generation technologies continues to narrow. Given modest results in green power markets
to date and the potentially damaging effect of the electricity crisis in California and elsewhere,
probably only the last of these four conditions is currently being met, and therefore a low-growth
future appears more likely than a high-growth future. In order to reverse this trend and create
significant demand-pull for renewables over the next 10 years, aggressive implementation of some of
the factors mentioned in Chapter 6 will be needed. Specifically, all of the following are critical to the
realization of a high-growth scenario: expanded access to high-quality green power products, market
rules and public policies that are conducive to incremental customer-driven renewable energy
development, effective consumer education programs coupled with information disclosure and
product certification, aggregation of small customers and cultivation of large customer demand, and
continued innovations in low-cost product delivery.

• Our modeling results highlight the fundamental limits of green power demand as the sole
contributor to increasing the deployment of renewable energy resources.  While the level of
development projected under our high-growth scenario is certainly significant compared to historic
growth patterns, it is modest compared to developable potential or to the possible impacts of other
policy influences (e.g., global climate change policy or a national renewables portfolio standard). The
limited potential for green power demand over our 10-year forecast period along with the great
uncertainties inherent in our forecasts suggest that customer-driven markets for renewable energy are
unlikely to adequately replace the need for more fundamental renewable energy policy measures if
accelerated rates of renewable energy development are determined to be in the public interest.
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